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Reporters See James ay At His Arraignment
3 Negroes In Court
During Brief Session

16,000 Coming Here For Four-Day
Jehovah's Witnesses Convention

By MIL REID

A four-day population exploit sets the pace of Jehovah's
sion in Memphis will begin
Witnesses' organization for the
Thursday, July 25, at the Midfuture.
South Coliseum when Jehovah's
The gatherings' peak attendWitnesses open their "Good
News for All Nations" District
ance is expected at 3 p.m. SunAssembly.
day when Nicholas Kovalak,
Minister-delegates from 32
Jr., speaks on "Man's Rule
states and Canada will be welAbout to Give Way to God's
comed to the Bible seminar by
Rule." Kovalak, a district suthe 19 host Memphis area conpervisor for about 200 congregregations. Before the assemgations in the Mid-South, is
bly ends Sunday evening, at
expected to compare "man's
least 16,000 persons are expectrule today, reinforced by stocked to overflow the Coliseum
piles of nuclear bombs," with
to hear stirring Bible lectures
the "Messianic rule of the
and view colorful, costumed
Kingdom of God."
dramatizations.
"Regularly scheduled meetAll sessions will be open to
ings at all local congregations
111 the public.
11
have been cancelled during the
T. J. BRADHAM
convention," said George Yarbrough, presiding minister of youths' attitudes on sex to pathe Fairhaven congregation. rental training. The drama,'
"Jehovah's Witnesses will re- "What Young Folks Are Doing
ceive vital instructions during in the Ministry," is one of four
the convention in a new man- that will be presented by "actner of conducting their mini- ors" from congregations in
stry and will put it into action Memphis
surrounding
and
in a vigorous door-to-door cam- areas. Each of the actors
paign following the conven- draws on his knowledge of the
tion," Yarbrough said.
Scriptures and the way of life
The Bible dramas have prov- of the ancient people of the
ed so popular at the annual con- Bible to design and make his
ventions that they will be stag- own costume. One of the most
ed twice this year — once on colorful presentations will be
Saturday morning, then again a two-hour presentation re-enon Saturday night and Sunday acting Judge Jephthah's fight
SHERIFF AND SUSPECT
mornin — to enable all who against the Ammonites.
— Sheriff William N. Morwish to see them.
ris keeps a firm hold on
Entitled "Jehovah's Way the
program
night
The Thursday
James Earl Ray, only susWay of Victory," the Saturday
LEONAId) NALL
evening drama will depict the
bitter persecution the Witnesses suffered in Hitler's concentration camps during World
War II years and more rerently in Ctetki4nd -Gr Communist countries.
The ordination of several
hundred new ministers by their
mass baptism is a feature FriGeorge W. Lee, longtime publican State Convention,1
day morning. The immersion
Shelby
County and national Re- Knoxville, Col. Lee said, "Some
D.
will be preceded by John
publican leader, has asked for months ago I was led to be- 1
Busby's discussion, "Baptism
a reconvening of the Republi- lieve that the State Convention
in Response to t h e 'G o od
can State Convention so that would select a slate of deleNews'."
convention's keynote, a representative group of Ne- gates to the National ConvenThe
"The 'Good News' of a World groes may be included in pro- tion with Negroes well repreWithout False Religion," is ex- portion to the population of sented in the group. But to my
grievous disappointment, the
pected to cause a stir among Tennessee.
delegates Friday evening, The In a letter to Claude K. Rob- delegates elected were most
discussion presented by Don- inson, chairman of the ReSee Page 2
ald A. Campbell, an Alabama
SAMUEL BROWN
circuit supervisor, is expected
Is designed for youths, with a to direct a challenge to all
dramatization ranging from other religious organizations as

Lee Says, GOP Returning

To '64 'Suicidal Road'

Rent Strike Opposed
By Church Auxiliary

Long Illness Is Fatal
To Mrs. Ruby Lindsey

room until a group of 10 had
assembled. Then, two at a time
were carried into the men's
restroom and searched.
The next stop was a desk
where two sheriff's deputies
asked reporters for their
name, home address and telephone number before issuing
cards with a number, name
and news media represented.
Entering the corridor conThrough his attorney, Arthur necting the old and new court
Hanes, Sr., Ray answered not buildings, the person headed
guilty to charges of murder in to court stops to have a videothe first degree and carrying tape recording made before
a deadly weapon.
continuing down the hall where
Although he was not requir- four must gather before he
ed to make any oral reply to walks through a line of lawmen
the court, Ray did talk quietly and is ushered into the courtwith Atty. Hanes, Sr., as he room and seated from the rear.
sat between the two lawyers, Officers were stationed in the
father and son, Arthur Hanes, courtroom and maintained a
senior and junior.
constant watch over everyone
Prosecuting Ray in the trial inside.
will be Atty. General Phil CaAsked for a suggested trial
nale and his top aides, Asst. date, Mr. Canale told Judge
Atty. Generals Robert K. Dwy- Battle that both sides had
er and Lloyd A. Rhodes.
agreed upon November 12, the
Shortly after Judge Battle day following Veterans' Day,
came to the bench, Ray was as the starting date. The trial
brought into the courtroom on is expected to last for at least
the second floor of the Crimi- six weeks and conclude in time
nal Court Building by Sheriff for jurors to be home with
William N. Morris and depu- their families for Christmas,
ties.
after being locked up in the
Among the nearly 35 journa- jury room on Thanksgiving
lists in the courtroom on Mon- Day.
day were two from Negro For his first day in
the Shelweeklies, McCann L. Reid of by County Court, Ray was
the Tri-State Defender and dressed in blue
- checkered
Mrs. Robbie McCoy of the sport coat, blue
pants, white
Michigan Chronicle. One Ne- shirt and dark blue tie,
and
gro spectator, Eddie Howard, well-worn brown
shoes. He
Jr., of Raleigh was admitted could have been
recognized
to the courtroom.
from the first photographs cirIn order to safeguard Ray culated after he was
placed on
from anyone who might want the FBI's Ten
Most Wanted
to silence him. the Shelby Men's list,
except that his hair
County Sheriff's Department has been allowed
to grow longhas worked out some elabor- er.
ate plans.
Ray was whisked into the
As an example, this writer city
of Memphis early last Friwas called about 8:30 a.m. day
after a flight to the MilMonday by Charles Holmes, lington Naval Base
on an Air
who is handling press matters Force
plane coming non-stop
for the Sheriff's Office during from
London. Placed in a blue
the Ray trial, and told to be and
white armored car for the
in Criminal Court from the
ride into Memphis and the
Poplar at. side before 9 a.m. Shelby
County Jail, Ray was
Arriving in the lobby at the hidden from the view of photime requested, writers saw tographers, reporters
and teletwo policemen who required vision
crews who had remainthem to sign their names and ed
on the scene all night. A
then walk up the stairs to the school
bus was parked in such
second floor.
a way as to cut off all views
On the second floor, reporters were asked to wait in a
See Page 2

James Earl Ray, accused
assassin of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., was seen by members of the press and two or
three representatives of the
public during an arraignment
session of about 12 minutes on
Monday morning before Criminal Court Judge W. Preston
Battle.

pect in the assassination
here on April 4 of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.. after
ray was flown here from

London last Friday. Ray
is seen wearing protective
clothing. Bullet-proof clothing was missing on Monday
during his arraignment.

Prominent Mortician,
Taylor Hayes Dies
World War II and was in
Africa, Italy, the Philippines
and Japan. He was discharged
with the rank of staff sergeant.
Last winter, Mr. Hayes was
hospitalized for several weeks
after he suffered an attack
while serving on a radio-audience participation program at
WDIA.
Funeral services for Mr.
Hayes will be held on Thursday. July 25. at Second Congregational Church at 1 p.m.
The eulogy will be given by
the pastor, Rev. John Charles
Mickle.

2

LaManna In Campaign
For Reelection Aug. 1

He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Frances L. Hayes; a
TAYLOR HAYES
Mrs. Rbuy Sum merise Lindbrother, Thomas H. Hayes,
sey of 1525 South Wellington'
Taylor C. D. Hayes, a civic Jr.: two nieces, Mrs. Helen
advance of what the assessStreet, a resident of Memphis
leader and operator of T. H. Ann Groves of Los Angeles,
ment will be fore they refor 50 years, died at the WillHayes and Sons Funeral Home, and Mrs. Tommye Kay HarriA meeting was held at Tabceive a tax statement.
iam F. Bowld Hospital at 9
oldest Negro business in Mem- son of
Church,
Community
Nashville;
and
a
ernacle
Mr. LaManna has served as
p.m. Thursday, July 18, after
phis, died last Sunday night in nephew.
W e ndell
Thornton
303 Cynthia, Wednesday, July
assistant
Attorney
General,
an illness of about seven.
the office of the establishment of Detroit.
17, with representatives and
and special judge in General
months.
after suffering a heart attack. Burial will be in Elmwood
tenants of the Beale Street
Sessions course. He is a forBorn in Jonesboro, Ark., the
Cemetery.
lie was 60
Urban Renewal Project No.II
mer real estate broker and has
daughter of the late Mr. and
praticed law in Memphis for
in attendance. The group went
Mr. Hayes had just returned
Mrs. Tom Summerise, Lind30 years.
on record as not supporting
to the city a few hours earlier
sey was well-known in religious
The Tennessee Association
the suggested rent strike.
from a fishing trip.
and civic circles of Memphis.
of Assessing Officials, an afThe reason given was that
Active in politics, he was an
She was a very active member
filiate of International Assothe strike would give the
!ndependent candidate for the
of the Shadowlawn Civic Club,
ciation
of Assessing Officials
"slum-lords" a chance to reRepresenof
House
'Tennessee
Ioka Neighborhood Club and
presented its "Assessor of the
taliate by allowing two or three
tatives in 1954.
the Wellington Street Block
Year" award to Mrs. LaManmonths free rent, and then the
Club, the Gleaners Class, the
The son of the late Thomas
na November 12, 1963 and Octoinspectors of buildings could
Willing workers, Faithful Few
FL Hayes. Sr., founder of the
ber 27, 1965.
come around and tack up signs
and Every Ready Clubs of St.
'imeral home, Taylor Hayes
He also received awards from
Too few Negroes vtterans
saying "vacate."
John Baptist Church.
was graduated from Wilber- are
and
the Memphis Post Number
with
positions
for
applying
Bishop P. L. Johnson, a reShe was also a member of
Ohio,
in
University
force
One of the American Legion.
the high school ROTC units,
ident of the Beale Street Urthe Missionary Society of St.
where he starred with the footbut they will receive con
ban Renewal Project II, said
John Baptist Church and a
ball team. He was coac h of •sideration on the basis of their
GEO. La MANNA
he favors a $2 million dollar
RUBY LINDSEY
member of the Knights and
the LaMoyne College football Army record, according to
I
lawsuit against the slum ownDaughters of Tabernacle Lodge
team from 1945 until the sport!Major
George Robinson. assis- George C. LaManna, couners and their representatives
Services were held Monday, dan and Tommy E. Lindsey of was discontinued at the school
director
tant
of the program. ty assessor of property, is seekCalif.
Angeles,
JOHNSON
Los
for collecting rent on dwellings
BISHOP P.
July 22, at the St. John Baptist
in 1952.
ing re-election in the August 1, Squire Edmund Orgill has
in slum areas without providthan 79 ROTC
the
more
Of
j
Church on Vance Ave. with the She also leaves two sistersHe was president of the CotGeneral Election.
about inequities
complained
ing such necessities as bath The meeting was called by Rev. A. McEwen Williams de- in-law,
he
schools,
at
instructors
high
brothers-in-law
six
in 1958,
tubs, hot water tanks and gas dwellings are going to be torn livering the eulogy, assisted by twenty-five grandchildren and ton Makers Jubilee
Negores. His platform is to main- in the merchants inventories
are
four
only
said
served as president of the Natain
equalization of assess- in the city and county, and
down under Urban Renewal. Rev. Charles Jones and Rev. four great grandchildren.
for heating and cooking.
tional Funeral Directors As- To qualify, an applicant must ments; to assess property at said he will seek to get more
He said they keep harassing Yet increases are bang en- E. L Currie. Burial was in
Serving as pallbears for the sociation, the Frontiers Club, I be a retired Army officer or 50 per cent of the actual value; funds from the county.
and threatening rent increases forced, but no deductions." he Forest Hill Cemetary.
officer.
were Charles Sueing,land was commander of the non-commissioned
to continue with the policy In a letter to County Tax
services
refuswhile at the same time
said.
She was the wife of Mr. WillAfter his Army record is that - the assessor's office be- Assessor
James Autress Russell Post No. 27 of
LaManna,
George
ing deductions for not provid- Bishop Johnson said "this ie Lindsey, Sr., and devoted Edward E. Redditt, Dr.
checked and he is given clear- longs to the people, not to any Mr. Orgill asked why the city
Doogett, the American Legion
Thomas
Strickland,
slumlords
tanks,
water
the
prevent
hot
tubs,
ing bath
suit is to
mother of 'Willie E. Lindsey,
Harold Osborne, Mr. Hayes was a member of ance, the instructor will be particular group or political had a higher assessment that
and in some cases, no gas, from making their fortuhes Jr., Miss Jo Ann Lindsey, Mrs. Leon Davis,
Mebane, Dr. Charles the board of directors of the hired at a beginning salary o party.
the county, although the city
using as an excuse that "It is off the tenants, selling their Margaret Carter, Miss Agnes Robert
Robertson Tri-State Bank of Memphis, $536 a month.
William
Pinkston,
former
instructor
A
of
bookonly
taxes businesses in the
anyUrdown
to
property
torn
-standard
sub
going to be
L. Lindsey, Mrs. Ruby J. CarHayes.
the board of the Memphis Ur- Qualified Negro military per- keeping and accounting in a city while the county taxes
ban Renewal, and "skipping ter, and Ronny Lindsey, all of and Ralph Steve
way."
school, Mr. LaManna, both.
Some officials have said town"
Memphis, Mrs.Roberta Smith Honorary Pallbearers were ban League, a member of sonnel who would like to live business
promises
to continue sending a In 1966, assessments for the
should
Memphis
in
and
work
was
in'
and
million
Elks
clubs
sense
the
Masons,
make
$2
the
many
least
the
of
members
doesn't
He said at
of Ft. Campbell, Ky., Mrs.
that, "it
to force improvement when the the Fellowship Mission, an Mildred Addison and Mrs. Syl- and organization of which she a trustee of Second Congrega-!contact Major Robinson at the notice to the taxpayers in the city were $89,323,975, while
Memphis Board of Education event the assessment is in- the county listed only $52,dollars should be reimbursed auxiliary of Tabernacle Com- via L Hoffman of Phila, Pa., was very active until her tional Church.
creased and inform them in 166,300.
immediately.
Army
U.S.
the
served
in
He
health
failed.
Jorand Mrs. Dorothy Aletra
to the tenants with interest. munity Church.

Negro Instructors
Are Wanted For
ROTC Program

Question On Tax
Inequities Asked

For Sheriff Elect DAN H. BELL
•
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6
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Jenkins Will Succeed
Wilmore As Director

Women Adjusting To Man'sNew Dominance

•
be wife, sister and friend.
It's like walking a tightrope. man, his own man, in whatever College. "We're a generation generally agreed that the revoThe major difficulty facing The least little slip in our femi- way he chooses. We must do raised on our mother's admo- lution is overdue.
urn.
WASHINGTON, DC — in Birmingham. Before enterthe young black woman of to- ninity will seem to be a rejec- this because it is the only way nition, 'Get an education so
"For so long we have lived.
Thomas 0. Jenkins has been ing the Federal service, he This has become the cry of day was stated by Carol Wat- tion.
we can say to him 'I respect you won't have to depend on
with another man's culture,
appointed director of the South- taught and coached athletics a generation. A generation of kins, a coed:
"Most of us don't feel thatl you, I believe in what you're no man.'
and another man's values,"
ern Field Office of the U.S. at Lee County Training Schooll black men who are finding
the little things such as open- doing'."
"The
man
black
isn't
of
now
said Dianne.
won't
of
most
us
think
Commission on Civil Rights, in Auburn, Alabama.
"I
themselves.
doors
or
lighting
ing
ybody.
cigarettes The young black woman will
going to be led by
give up very easily. We have "The fact that we ate awakWilliam L. Taylor, Staff Direcmatter much, but they are
tor of the Federal agency, an-' "In assigning Mr. Jenkins to Unlike their fathers, they are Especially not a Wbtuan. He's boosts to a man's pride, small find this dependence very dif- the ability to be independent, ening to our own beauty is an
Memphis and Mr. Wilmore to able to stand up and be count- not going to make money for
ficult to cultivate. In an era and we've been geared to in- inspiring thing. I cannot benounced today.
ed among the men of the money's sake, he's not about to evidences of the pride he has full of opportunities, she will
dependence by our mothers. lieve the world is lost when such
Mr. Taylor said Mr. Jenkins,' New York City, we are taking
get hung up in status. He's go- in himself that makes him have to force herself to subora field representative station- advantage of the experience of: world.
It's going to be a struggle to a rebirth can take place. It
status."
your
want
up
to
lift
both men." Taylor noted, "bedinate her ambitions.
gives us hope that despite
Individualistic, strong-willed, ing where he wants, the v.ay
ed in the Commission's Wash
the diath, believe me."
two
These
women
young
both
wants. We're going to have
generations
Steeped
three
Vietnam, the bomb, and all
on
struggles
that
ington headquarters, will suc- cause both have experience in at times idealistic, they will he
Despite
the
the North and South and in pose a special problem to the to adjust to him. That's it, no agree that the compromises of woman's rights, she will
black rennaisaance brings the violence and death our chilceed Jacques E. Wilmot* who
the
adjustments
and
will
have
to
arguments, no nothing. It's enhave to disavow her place as to today's woman they are dren will still have a world."
will be transferred to New urban and rural communities young black woman who will
tirely up to us to make the be made by women.
an equal in society.
York as Director of the North- and are very familiar with the
Carol,
cannot
Said
"I
see
a
changes
necessary."
relationships of civil rights
eastern Field Office.
Raised with the stigma of
young man of my generation
problems in both areas."
Mary Thorne, a 23-year-old giving up any part of his role the invisible black man, she
Mr. Jenkins, a native of Fairdivorcee, stated it this way: to a woman. He's out there will have to cope with black
Mr. Jenkins is married to the
field, Alabama, and a graduate of Miles College in Bir- former Lucille Bell of Birming"Today's black man is going remaking the world to his spe- men, not only visible, but dommingham. was a hearing offi- ham. They have two children,
on an orgy of protectiveness. cifications everyday, so it's inant.
cer-investigator for the U.S. Angela Paulette, 15. and Dar"We are not now prepared
For so long black men have natural he's going to want to
Post Office Department Re- wyn Christopher, 14. His asfor this," stated Dianne Bishnot been able to provide homes, be involved completely."
gional Office in Memphis from signment to Memphis will besecurity and the like for their As the black man declares op, a student at Wilson Junior
July, 1962 to October, 1966. He come effective August 1.
his independence, the black
women.
joined the staff of the Civil The Southern Field Office
''Now they can, and natural- woman must declare her deRights Commission in October coordinates the Commission
ly for a time black men are pendence.
1966.
going to be ultra-masculine. "We must give our black
program in 14 states. In coDuring his 15-year career operation with the CommisWe have to understand this, men a vote of confidence,"
with the Post Office Depart- sion's State Advisory Commitaccept it and learn to function says Mary. "We simply have
NOW SHOWING!
ment, Mr. Jenkins served as. tees in each of the States, the
effectively and responsively, to stand back, let him be a
an appeals examiner in Wash- Field Office staff conducts factCharles E Uoyd. Attorney. Advisor to the Slaoson-Washington
Coordinating Council. Counsel tor The Bank of Finance. Advisor to Operation
ington; employee relations as- finding and fact dissemination
Bootstrap. is one ol the most sucfessiul young lawyers in the Southwest
sistant and distribution clerk projects related to civil rights
and equal opportunity. In recent months, the Southern
Field Office staff and Advisory
Committees have concentrated
Turner 7-23
Continued From Page 1
, on problems of economic se- Tag Teacher of the Year
curity in Alabama; job trainRev. A. E. Campbell, presi- In his letter, Rev. Campbell!
representative of the white ele- ing programs in Alabama, the TEACHER OF THE YEAR dent of the Tennessee Regular listed the names and the posi—Miss
Elsie
Kimbro,
a
gradment of the state's voting pop- Mississippi Delta, and Arkanuate of Manassas High School Baptist Convention, asked pas- tions Negroes had been emulation, with a single Negro in sas; housing in Georgia; proband
Tennessee A&I State Uni- tors of 60 congregations to ployed in since Mr. LaManna
the delegation. And even she,lems of Mexican Americans in
versity,
was selected as "Teach read a letter last Sunday de- had been in office.
is an alternate, and not a'Texas: police-community relaer of The Year 1967-1968," at fending George C. LeManna, He listed six appraisers,
tions in Tennessee; and educadelegate."
eneva Elementarv school at Shelby County Tax Assessor, three clerk typists and one
In electing an all-white slate, bon in Virginia.
Columbus, Georgia. She holds on his employment record of bookkeeper among the Negroes
he said he saw the Republican
a B. S. Degree in history and Negroes since entering office. Mr. LaManna had hired.
The appraisers were LawParty going down the same
minored in elementary eduRev. Campbell said he was
"suicidal road" it took in 1964
cation. A member of Zata Phi writing the letter to correct the rence Wade, Edger Hawkins,
when less than 10 per cent of
Beta Sorority, Miss Kimbro report that Mr. LeManna had Leonard Laster, Henry Collins,
the Negro vote went to its
plans to work toward a mas- hired the tax assessor's office, Floyd Garrett and Otis DockContinued From Page 1
candidate.
ter's degree at Fisk University.1when the official had in fact em- ery.
typists
Clerk
were Mrs.
He said that many of the uk of Ray as he was carried into She resides with her guardian' ployed 10.
Jolene Sawyer, Mrs. Betty
tra-conservatives claimed by the jail.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesdey Holmes,
He wrote the pastors and Rounds and Mrs. Kay Gailey.
the Republican Party would be,
at 368 Mahannah Ave.
Sheriff Morris called a press
asked that the letter be read The bookkepper is Mrs. Vivian
backing George Wallace thisi
;conference at 6 a.m. last Frion behalf of a public official Ford.
time, and the Democratic Par-,dB- y
and told newsmen that Ray
has rendered qualified
Mr. LeManna is a candidate
ty making inroads, the Re- I 55 in the jail,
that Judge Batservice to the citizens of Mem- for reelection to the tax aspublicans will have to field!tie would preside
at the trial.
phis Tennessee and Shelby sessor's office. He is being
AND SPECIAL 6JEST STARS
more than an all white slate and that certain rules
had been
County.
opposed by Wayne Mink.
SAMMY
DAVIS, JR KEENAN WYNN
from Tennessee
drawn up regarding conduct of
By excluding black citizens,.officials preceding the trial and
ALLYN JOSLYN CHICK CHANDLER
he said it was the second time, after it begins.
RICHARD JAECKEL
The Kennedy Democratic Orin 100 years that the Republi-I At the same time, a phoganization
will
present
a tea
can Party had not had a single!tograph was released of Ray
PLUS
Cordon's G.n created in
Negro delegate at a National being escorted into the jail by' and fashion show next Sunday,
London. England in 1769.
GLEN FORD
July 28, at 8:30 p.m. in the cI
Convention.
Its the biggest seller in England.
Sheriff Morris. Ray was wearAmenca and the world
Clubhouse
He concluded his letter by ing bullet-proof jacket and Klondyke Civic
stating, "If the Republican pants and handcuffs over a at 943 Vollentine.
MCICI IF I.S.A. Isamu SKIS Damao FROM 61AL3% P1100f Cows art WI al.ott..ussuL14
A
• 8, memState Committee acts to in- green plaid sport shirt and
Picketers selected a cleaners,
bers were designated to appear
elude a representative number brown pants.
in
Bellevue-McLemore
the
before the City Council
to
of Negroes in its delegation to
Ray is being held in an air
Shopping
Center
as a target
protest
the
fee
for
garbage
colthe Republican National Con- conditioned cell on the third
last weekend, and on Mondayvention, it will have a tremen- floor of the Criminal Court lection.
dous influence upon the course building. Guards are in the The members who appear- the establishment opened up
ed were Mr. and Mrs. Charlie, with 100 per cent black employof the coming election."
cell with him.
Morris, Sr., Dr. John E. Jor-! ees, including counter girls and
a
dan and Luke Weathers.
manager-trainee.
Randle Catron of 1101 Saxon
A number of candidates were
invited to speak during the St. said a number of Negro
past meeting.
customers had been insulted
after their clothes had been
damaged
at the One-Hour
. .
Martinizing Cleaners, and that
after he received some insults
after his wife's clothing was
•
•
ruined, he helped organize
pickets.
He said the group was the
Mobilizing Contingent for the
Poor People's Campaign, which
he will seek to have chartered
to the Southern Christian LeadThe Ministers Independent ership Conference.
Council of Political Leadership
of Tennessee has released the1 Mr. Catron said that he
names of candidates endorsed had been out of town and was
not aware that the shopping
for
the August 1 Primary.
c
The list includes Williams N. center was a trget of the
Morris for sheriff; George NAACP. When he discovered
LaManna for tax assessor; it was, he said he decided to
James Irvin for U.S. Repre- continue picketing until the
sentative, District Nine, and NAACP's demand was met.
After the young people began
Jack Woodall, U. S. Represenpicketing the cleaners, area
tative, District Seven.
Make
Take the
Persons endorsed for State! residents began rushing there
to pick up clothing already
shopping lists?
short cuts?
Representative
are
Tommy
inside.
Powell, District 4: James H.
Bostick, District 16; Alvin M. Practically all of the estabAlways Sometimes Never Always Sometimes Never King, District 11; Ira H. Mur- lishment's business was outphy, District 6; and James I. going, while incoming ground
Taylor, District 5:
to a complete stop.
Endorsements for the State
Mr. Catron had a long list
Senate are Drew J. Canale, of names
of persons whom he
District 33; J. 0. Patterson, said had been
insulted at the
Jr., District 29; William R. cleaners
Bruce. Jr.. District 30; and
\ 1 1//,
Hugh W. Stanton, Jr., District
32.
The organization endorsed
Tracy Rainey for County Court
and Henry H. Lehman for
judge of General Sessions
/ll\\
Court, Division Six. Rev. A. E.
Campbell is chairman of the
ministerial group.
By SHERYL FITZGERALD

a case, I thoroughly
eeWhen I take
background_
study the
Events happening years before.
can win a day in court,'

why I picked
eeMaybe that's
London Dry Gin.

Gordon's
Good English background.
Dry the way I like it

60 Congregations Hear
Letter About Assessor

Lee

R
ay

1* URSULA ANDRESS
JOHN DEREK
4ALDO RAY
ARTHUR
O'CONNELL

KDO Will Stagel w
•
A Benefit Tea

Picketing Stops As Dry
eaner Hires Negroes

How time-saving
are you?
Test yourself.

El

El

The Last Challenge

Make the most of their
onder Years"

Ministers
List Choice
In Primary

CI

An Ad A Day

Is Sure To Pay

Dial Long Distance
Direct?

Call ahead?
0
Always

CI

fl
Sometimes

Never

Always

•
Sometinn

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

Never

Save up to 40%
Almost everyone does something or other to tryy
and save time and make life easier. But it's amazing how easy it is to overlook one of the biggest
time-savers around: Dialing Long Distance Direct.
It's true. People think about the 40% savings over
calling person-to-person ... and forget all about
the convenience side of it. So, the next time you
call Long Distance ... Dial Direct... and be even
happier knowing you're saving time as well as
money. Remember too ... rates are lower every
night and all day Saturday and Sunday.
DWI Long Distance Mrect-gst
statiee-t.-statiee rates.
South Central BeU

The"Wonder Years,"one through twelve,are the formative years
when you can do the most for your child's growth.

TWO HUNCH TO GET
MORE SIR FOR YOUR MONEY!
sir
801N•TO

367 Union
527.4471
2969 Summer
323-5594

During these years your children
develop in many ways—actually
grow to 90% of their adult height.
To help make the most of their
'Wonder Years," serve them
nutritious Wonder Bread. Every
delicious slice is carefully
enriched with foods for body
and mind. So make the most of
their 'Wonder Years."

Serve Wonder Bread—for
enjoyment, for enrichment.

a

MO.
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IS AIR POLLUTION
MARRING YOUR COMPLEXION?

Dirt, grease, zpirne and other
poisons In the air can raise havoc
with
skin and oomplazdon. Delicate
skin
may suffer the worst and
•ven
normally healthy skin can
become
irritated. Blemishes, blotches and
blackheads may appear. Color, hue
and appearance of complexion
may
change. Fragrant creamy
white
PALMER'S "SKIN SUCCESS**
BLEACH CREAM Is a
crown, containing the medicated
full official
strength of ammoniated
mercury
recognized by the United
States
Pharmacopeia as a local inhibitory
•ntiseptic. Its medical properties
are
generally recognized by the
profession, and dermatologists
often weScribe it. "SKIN SUCCESS"
CREAM
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tosses the shades of your skin, for
fairer, dearer, natural looking loveliness. It fades freckles, removers
that weather-beaten sun tanned
look, aids in removing blackheads,
smoothing large pores. Wouldn't
you Ilk, to try PALMER'S "SKIN
SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM?'
GET HEAD-TO-TOE
PROTECTION
with the deep-acting foamy
medication of "SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.
It beauty bathes while it
fights
germs that often aggravate perspiration odors ... makes you
sure
you're nice to be near.
PALIKR11
"SKIN SUCCESS" SOAP.

ktsist on the Blue & Gold package!

Ed's Promise

Otis Gray Is Shelby
County Court Candidate

As your State Senator, I pledge to represent all the people of
Senate District 28 without regard to race, creed or economic

Otis T. Gray, a Memphis,ganization of Tall Trees an inbusinessman, is now running tegrated institution whose purfor County Court Justice of pose is to rehabilitate youngthe peace. Mr. Gray has prac- sters who have been in Pikesticed fair employment proce- vile and Jordonia. Because of
dures, having hired minority the effort of the board and
groups since 1958, when he staff of Tall Trees the rate of
started in business.
repeated delinquency in youngOne of his employees who sters has been reduced to bestarted work in 1958, was low 15("c.
then a service station attend- Mr. Gray has a five point
ant and has since been pro- platform: (1) Oppose any tax
moted to assistant manager. increase, (2) Work for econoEmployees have experienced my in government by consolicomplete responsibility and au- dating County and City offices
thority in his place of business. where duplication exists, (3)
Mr. Gray will carry the Work to improve all educationsame ideas and practices into al facilities and build more
public life, that he has used technical trade schools (4) Supin his business life, he said. port Judge Turner's Juvenile
He has been on the board of Court Program for the beneTrustees of Tall Trees for fit of youth and community,
three years and has been re- and (5) Support all programs
appointed for 4 years.
to bring more industry to
He participated in the reor- Memphis.

standing as I have done in the past as your State Representive.
ED'S VOTING RECORD AS A
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
1,
2.
3
4.
5.

DRESS SHOES, CASUALS

Edgar H. "Ed" Gillock
State Senator District 28
Democratic Primary Aug. 1st

"My car doesn't
take the blimps
like it used to."

Clive Barnes in his review of
-Daddy Goodness," called Mr.
Gunn "one of the finest and
most versatile actors in America."

save $3 to $6 a pair in our
twice-a-year clearance
Time to scoop up savings on this-season colors and
stylesfor all occasions, uppereci in leather,fabric,
patent. Choose pumps,slings,straps, ties, all heel
heights. Hurry! Not every style left in every size!

Tom Collins?

In May The New York Times'
Walter Kerr wrote "there may
not be a more powerful or more
flexible actor in New York than
Moses Gunn. Mr. Gunn prepares .. . to make himself a
thread in the weave that is becoming the Negro Ensemble
Company'
A native of St. Louis Mo.,
Mr. Gunn came to Tennessee
State and studied speech and
drama under Dr. Thomas E.
f'4 Poag and his staff, and was
, graduated in 1959. Dr. Poag'
himself has had broad experience as an actor, including
Broadway.
Mr. Gunn went to New York
six years ago from Grambling,
La., where he was a teacher.
Said he, "I had no illusion about
New York when I came here.
The main thing was to
work .
In May he received an Obie
for his several assignments in
the Negro Ensemble Company,
the latest of which is the title
role in "Daddy Goodness" by
Richard Wright and Louis Sapin at the St. Marks Playhouse.

CAR CARE CENTER

, H U M,B L E

:ARE

owtiquir
mow

2

CE TER

c.

Don't let bad shocks
iv
ough time1
if your car has been riding a lot rc...;-1-,er recently, :t could mean
bad shack .o..bsorbers. An easy test is to push sharply down on the
:rant fender and if the car continues to rock back crr.d forth you
may r.sed new snocko.
Bad :nooks coin cau.,e
tire wen% bad front-end eignment ar.-i make for a mk-in'y unoorniortab:e Lae. Drive in today and
expert: i:nci out for
:: your car ciao:: need shock absorbers.
,,•:e carry a corno'ive line.

Brode Seeks
Third Term
In Assembly
Marvin J. Brode, Democratic
candidate for District 12, to the
Tennessee House of Representatives, this week made his
opening campaign statement
for election again to this office.
Brode served in the 84th
and the 83rd General Assembly
Ifrom 1963 through 1966.
"I have tried to serve all
people of the community, regardless of race, creed, religion
or economic status, and I believe my four years experience
in the State Legislature will be
invaluable to Shelby County,"
stated Mr. Brode.

Make it perfect.

Special:
Brake Adjustment

,
1 40..aerr e.ectronio eapment spots little troubles bore
they,become big repair bills. Well check your engine 3
electrical system, compression and other key performance elements in
just rninu`o5.

Don't let faulty brakes
needless worr!. Have
your brakes adjusted regularly for safer drivin. Take
advantage of this special price good for
a limited time only.

95

Mr. Brode voted for and spok
in behalf of the minimum wage
bill, and was instrumental in
the passing of the Garnishment
Reform Bill, which prevents the
judicial attachment, of the salary of modest wage earners.
"The wards in my district
which are predominantly Negro
, are 29-2, 29-3, and 47-2.

ftlro41
July 27
!968
Regularly 54 50

II

The black man
loses again.

••11•1••
— •
••••••

cwo
AzZ;:ect
c..,

Both stories in August
issue of

Seagram's Extra Dry/the perfect martini gin
FROM AMERICAN GRAM.

1

neighbor

Shocking expose shows
how easy it is t o get
t ools of murder
despite new laws

SEPIA

at your newsstand now

1,
• ••••■••

**Er

***
BUY A GUN...
your

IL

alai.. 4'
-11

The inside story
by a man who was there

and kill

EACH INSTALLED
(Regularly $11.25 each)
Offer Expires July 27, 1968

Special:
Engine Analysis

THE KENNEDY MURDER

11111211All 919M111118 00.911.Y, Ut C. 90 PROOF OISTILI.ED DRY GIN

against Capitol Punishment
against Small Loan Abuses (Flipping)
for First Human Rights Commission.
to Create Vocational and Technical.
against Job Discrimination Legislation.

VOTE FOR

TSU Grad Moses Gunn
Acclaimed By Critics
NASHVILLE
— Moses P.
Gunn, a Tennessee State University speech and drama graduate, who concentrated on becoming an actor while in college continues to keep New
York theatrical critics raving.
Called "A brilliant black star'
Iby William Kloman, Mr. Gunn
was the subject of Mr. Kb man's full length feature in
The New York Times on Sunday, June 16.

Voted
Voted
Voted
Voted
Voted

"Humble Oil .5 Refining Company guarantees mechanical re.
pair work performed on your car for a period of SO days or
4.000 miles. wh.chever o.-ours first.
fn no event for on
orneunt m excess ef the charges mode for such work. Humhie
shall not be liable tor special et consequent:al damages:
damage due to willEul abuse or neglect: damage or destructmn
by fire. wrecks. explosion. or theft: cr failure of par's Wher
than those ins'al.ed en work oroer. Th.s guardn'ee dyi he
honored only et the Car Ccv. Cen'.,: where the e: lino( war::
was performed. •

• :NM.
•
.1Mo
•1=11••
• ••••

I"'

'
116

(Regularly SI.F.01,

All mechanical repairs are
backed by this written guarantee.
Use 'your Esso Credit Card or
BankAmericareor find out
how easily other credit
terms can be arranged.

You'll like the convenience of Esso Car Care Centers. Service departments open

at 7 A.M.

•••••

Berclair

Central
Avenue

4597 Summer
at Perkins
Phone 683-6397

2462 Central
Avenue
across from
Fairgrounds
Phone 324-5579

Whitehaven

Southgate
Shopping
Center

Parkway
Village

Frayser

Summer
Parkway

Might md
Carnes

1890 South
Third at Belz
Phone 948-0419

3151 S. Perkins
at KnightArnold Road
Phone 363-3200

2365 Frcryser
Blvd.
at Mt. Terrace
Phone 358-178

2346 Summer
Ave. at
Parkway
Phone 458-2433

751 S. Highland
at Carnes
Phone 452-4011X)
(Under
construction)

9
6
8
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Robert Bradley
Touring South America
RIO JANER/O, Brazil — J. ft was that
seems to impel him
Robert Bradley, bass-baritone todrive on: His reply was
...
who recently thrilled 15,009 "The love
for God and people.
youngBaptist at the 63d annual I have never had mosey, but
session of the National Sunday I've always had the desire to
School and Baptist Training sing God's praises."
Union Congress at Chattanooga, J. Robert Bradley left July 9,
Tennessee and more recently for Brazil to serve the World's
served as song leader for the Brotherhood Crusade sponsored
Country-wide revival held at by the Southern Baptist ColleenGardner Stadiym, Columbia,'tion in the Southern HerniaMississippi, which was under, phere. While in Brazil he will
the direction of the L.L. Blank-'tour the principal cities kindenship, Sr., aided by fellow log the new rapital Brasilia.
ministers of Columbia is ores-This will be the third South
ently touring points in South American tour for Mr. BradleY.
America.
The social unrest in Brazil
Revivalist for the Mississippi'is of serious concern to religion
meeting was Dr. E.A. Henry, leaders, and they have asked
pastor of First African Bap- Mr. Bradley to come to the
tist Church New Orleans and country .as soon as possible for
president of the Union Theolo-J they believe he can help to regical Seminary at New Orleans.' store peace and tranquility to
This was the first interracial a troubled people.
revival ever held in Mississippi From Brazil he will go to
history. J. Robert Bradley "let Trinidad, to Far East Asia, and
Gods love flow as a mighty Europe, where he will meet
stream and filled the hearts of with the World Baptist Youth
those who would give vent to Congress at Berne Switzerland.
held at the Pentecostal
full operation of the Holy Spir- J Robert Bradley has served PLANNING STATE MEET
lores Tolbert, Mrs. Mary
the youth at Brazil, Toronto, — Bishop J. 0. Patterson
Temple at 229 S. Danny
C. Perkins, Mrs. Frances
it.'
Canada and now Switzerland.
and members of the ProThomas blvd. Aug. 6-11.
Flagg and Bishop Patter- It is said by Dr. Bellamy and
The youth of Norway, Den- gram Planning Committee
Seated from left are Miss
son. Standing, same order,
other Southern Baptist leaders mark Sweden and Germany
are making plans for their
Marjoire Staples, Miss Dare Mrs. Julia M. Atkins,
that J. Robert Bradley has done have'
asked for Robert. He has State Convocation to be
more and is now doing more to a willing heart and is ready to
bring a close and abiding fellow serve as much as it is humanly
ship between black and white possible. J. Robert says: "It's
Christians in America than any a long way from Beale Street,
other man at this time. He has Memphis. Tennessee, where'
used his God-given voice in the Lucy found me, to these world "How Can the Church Main-. Panel members discussing th the liaison between the Church
interest of soul-winning and tours and the vaned activities tain Its Relevancy?" will be,Church's relevancy from sever- pastorate and the membership.
helped others feel that brother- J first of the National Baptists the provocative subject for dis-lal angles will be: Odell Horton, It is a policy-making body, and
ly love through the haunting'the Southern Baptist and World cussion when the Stewards ofjpolitics; E. S. Parks, religion; is composed of approximately
melodies of hymns, spirituals Baptist Organizations around' Mt. Olive C.M.E. Church ob-Clarence Holmes, morality; 70 men at Mt. Olive.
and gospel songs of our time the globe. Mr. Bradley express serve Stewards Day Sunday, James Taylor, educational and
which are both meapingful and his gratitude to God for an op- July 28, at 7:00 p.m.
John Cox is general chairman
Joseph Trotter, social.
of the Board of Stewards. The
inspiring.
'portunity to serve on his pro. The negative will be discuss&
Mr. Horton and Mr. Trotter
Mr. Bradley was asked what gram.
by Charles Cabbage, well-know.are guests, as are Mr. Cabbage
for his activity in the Black Or- and Mr. Sueing,
ganizing Project; while Oliver
Sueing will take the affirma- The Board of Stewards of
tive in the issue.
the C.M.E. Church represents

Relevancy Of Church

Bell In Sheriff Race;
Will End 'Brutality'

YOUR
VOTE

x

Joropk Poirdatter, Mn.
Gwendebrn Poled ester,
Ilium puns,
Mrs. Evelyn
Mrs. Geraldine miller and
ers Photo).

Is Stewards Day Topic

Senate Buries Watered Down Bill

:::::•

Reverend T. C. Lighfoot Jr., is
pastor of the church, located at
538 Linden Avenue.
Chairmen for the observance
are Attorney George H. Brown,
Jr., and Freeland H. Brown,
a city school insturctor. The
public is invited.

to re-elect
SHERIFF
BILL MORRIS

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic COUR
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE

The Illinois Senate Tuesday cities, including Chicago, have
Place Your Order Now
'buried a watered-down openjpassed a variety of ordinances.
For Individuals And Groupe
Dan H. Bell, former assis- Shelby County in the August 1, occupancy bill only two hours'
Katz' bill would have only
tant City Attorney during the General Election.
after the House passed the
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
local communities speIngram administration is seek- Mr. Bell has pledged to end j measure by a 9'7-27 vote, the j given
cific power to enact open
ing the position of Sheriff of police brutality and attacks on'Daily Defender learned,
CUSTOM
s TAILORS
joccupancy legislation. Thus far,
innocent citizens such as those
Rep. 'Harold Katz (D-Glen-.none of the 60 diverse local,
committed by city and countyleoe,
)
the s
r, said passageiopen housing ordinances has.
police at the "--- MBig—" durinl
--e
INC.
- pof the bill was vital if open oc-?been tested in the courts.
;
the racial disorders that oc-J
.cupancy ordinances enacted by. Earlier, the Republican-con248 Vance Ave.
JA 7-9320
curred this year.
'scores of Illinois cities are tojtrolled Senate refused to pass'
Having practiced law in the be
Tomes:es
MinkShis.
upheld in the courts.
a House-approved open occustate and federal court for 16 The
°TOUR Cooper, Moho Whet Yee Ask for And
legislature has refused pancy bill that conformed
years. Mr. Bell has a full un- to pass
Creator What Yea Think Of'
a state fair housing closely to the federal Civil
derstanding of the law, es- bill while
more than 60 IllinoisiRights Act of 1968.
pecially as it relates to the
poor and oppressed citizens.
Mr. Bell has experience in
law enforcement which began
with his tour in the Army as
a military policeman.
He holds membership in the
Tenn. Sheriffs and Peace Officers Association, The Tennessee Law Enforcement Officers
A public hearing will be held by the Memphis Housing Authority on the Urban Renewal
Assnciation and the American
Legion.
Plan for the Beale Street Urban Renewal Area, Project No. Tenn. R-77, which is being
Bell promises to "back the
planned by the Memphis Housing Authority for redevelopment under the Housing Act of
law to protect the poor."
1949, as amended.
A friend of former Mayor
•
William B. Ingram, Dan Bell
is the only opponent to incumDAN BELL
The hearing will be held in the Council Chamber of City Hall at 125 N. Main Street
bent sheriff William Morris.

H

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

Citizen Protection
Safer Streets

on August 8, 1968 at MOO a.m.

Choir Union
Holding Musical
Workshop

Consecration Day
Set At Martin
Temple Church

The Project Area is bounded as shown below:

1„.

Driver Training
Safety Education

A Musical Workshop is in
pro
gross at First Baptist Church
on Mt. Olive Road each night,
beginning at 7::30, and will be; The L. A. Story Memorial
climaxed on Friday night, July' Education Building will be dedicated to service on what has
26, with a big musical.
been designated as Consecratio
The Workshop began on Mon-'Day on Sunday, July 28, at 3
day night, July 22, with C. J. p.m. at Martin Memorial CME
Thomas, Mrs. Susie Williams Church.
and Mrs. Lillie Reed as in- The guest speaker
will be the
structors.
Rt. Rev. B. Julian Smith, presiThe sponsor is the Friendship.ding bishop of the First EpiscoChoir Union, of which D. L. pal District of the Christian
Branch is president. Mrs. Lillie Methodist Episcopal Church.
Mae Evans is reporter.
The public is invited.
Rev. N. A. Crawford is pas- Rev. Paul Fowlkes is pastor
tor of the host church.
of the church.

JEHOUAH'S WITIIESSES

inuiTE

More Crossing Guards
Trained Officers
More Patrol Time
Youth Programs
Respect For Law

.EL

YOU TO HEAR

14Y TO
fg
1
$114"1

A

Bou"iis

a

GOw

BIBLE LECTURE IV

N. Kovalak, Jr.
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WATCHTOWER

SUNDAY

a natural leader !

t.

'on mius in ALL mons- DISTRICT ASSEMBLY

JULY 28

SOCIETY

3 PM

The purpos• of the hearing is to consider a proposal for the undertaking of a Project. under State and local
low, with Federal financial assistance under Title 1 of the Housing Act of 1949, as Amended,(Public Law
171-81st Congress), to acquire the land in the project area, to demolish or remove buildings and improvements, to rehabilitate or cause to be rehabilitated certain structures as shown, to install, construct or reconstruct streets, utilities, pork and playgrounds or other site improvements, and to make the land available
for development or redevelopment by private enterprise or public agencies as authorized by low. Relocation
proposals by the Memphis Housing Authority will be open to discussion by those interested.
Any person or organization desiring to be heard will be afforded an op.portunit y to b heard at this hearing.
Plans of Om proposed amendment to the redevelopment plan for the area are on display in the Memphis
Housing Authority's Office, 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.

MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
Mid-South Fairgrounds
ALSO, ATTI94D OTHER SESSIONS SEONNING 1 :30 PM
AND 6,30 PM DAILY THROUGH SATUIDAY

no Colictiom •

MEMPHIS HOUSING AUTHORITY
CELL[ LEDBETTER

capable administrator !

a man

who gets things done

BILL MORRIS
Sheriff,
Shelby County

Se‘retary
rft•

•
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Black Leaders In California
Give Endorsement To Humphrey

Look who
just won
playing
"Winning Ticket:'

Alps. William Collins, Jr.
2136 Rile

QUARTERS — A recent
visitor to the headquarters
of Helping Hand at Greater
Mount Moriah Baptist
Church was W.A. Perry,
right, an assistant to Juvenile Court Judge Kenneth

Mr J,re,, b. nnuu,..
45 E Fernwood

Turner, who is seen here
with Rev. D. B. Burbage,
director of Helping Hand,
Inc. Helping Hand gives
food and clothing to the
needy and operates a day
care center. Rev. Burbage

has been commended for
recruiting young people for
t h a Job Corps Centers
across the country. He refers them to the MAP'
South headquarters.

UNCF Receives $75 000
From Reader's Digest
rar Wiliom rhornas
1215 Norris Rood.

Mrs. Rosa Boskerville
337 West Foy

It's happening all over America . . . more than
$3,000,000 in cash arid prizes is being given
away in "Winning Ticket," the only game where
you have three chances to win . . . Tiqerino,
Tigerama, and Election Sweepstakes. So vote
today for the Tiger (or the Ad Manager) and
play "Winning Ticket" as often as you like at
your participating Esso station.

Humble Oil & Refining Company
-41IP

WASHINGTON, D. C. - Ai search of better jobs, greateri sentatives of a cross-section of
group of black Leaders in Los freedom, and wider horizons.
the black community of SouthAngeles, headed by Congress-i The so-called Negro problem ern Calibrate, Initiate a camman Augustus Hawkins and Se is largely the problem of urban plign to enlist the broadest
ator Mervin M. Dymally, has America. Therefore, we hail Possible support for the nominainitiated a compaign to enlist and endorse Humphrey's 'Mar- tion and election of Vice Presi"the broadest possible support" shall Plan." It will provide co- dent Hubert H. Humphrey as
for the nomination and election i ordinated and comprehensive the next President of the United
of Vice President Hubert Hum- help for rebuilding our nation States.'
phrey.
, with both public and private
Besides Congressman Hawfunds.
In a statement released at a
kins and Senator Dymally, oth"Likewise,
we
endorse a sen- ers signing the statement includ
Los Angeles press conference, ,
the group of 20 leaders said, sible replacement of public wel- ed: Los Angeles Councilmen
"The critical significance of fare with production employ. Billy B. Mills, and Joseph W.
this election has determined ment, supplemented by a sound Lindsay; Assemblyman Bill
choice of the one man whose and practical income main- Greene; Leon E. Washington,
experience, record, and cour- tenance system. We can depend publisher, Los Angeles Sentinel
age make him pre-eminently on Hubert Humphrey's liberal D
qualified for the presidency — and courageous leadership in Broadway Federal Savings and
Vice President Hubert Hum- achieving these goals as we did Loan Association; Dr. Jean
in the pursuit of social security,
phrey."
Ballard, chairman of the board,
civil rights, medicare, and fed,,We
The statement also said:
Bank of Finance; Compton
i to education.
similarly remember his past eral ad
Councilmen Lionel Cade and
record of fighting for civil "We support Vice President Douglas Dollarhide: Doris Dayrights against bigotry and injus- Humphrey's call for a cease is, Compton city clerk; Dr.
tice, at a time when this was fire order in Southeast Asia at Thomas L. Gibson, Unite High
the earliest possible time and School Board of Trustees, Comp
most important,
the peace negotiations in Paris. ton: John 0. Lewis, District
"To us a record of accom- Peace, we believe, can best be'Board of Trustees, Enterprise
plishment. and a program of achieved on a non-military ba;Elementary School; Lillian L.
action are preferable to eara" sis in an atmosphere of respon- Sherman, School District Board
Immo promises. '
sible statesmanship removed of Trustees, Willowbrook Ele"Millions of us have uprooted from the usual oratory.
mentary School; John Williams,
ourselves in recent years in "On this basis, we. as repre- owner, Universal College of
— Beauty, and community representatives Edna Aliewine, Caffie
Greene, Lonzfe Jones,
George Thomas, and Ambassador Chester Carter, Former
Deputy Chief of Protocol.

New I nnovations
In American Education

The Reader's Digest Founda- Foundation's several activities
tion contributed $75,000 last in support of the United Negro
week to 30 selected colleges of College Fund. For the past
the United Negro College Fund. eight years, the Foundation
The gift is the second install- has contributed a grant of $4,00
ment on an endowed scholar- for a creative writing contest The Research and Policy few if any modern teaching children but "a necessity" for
ship program established by the open to all students attending Committee of the Committee aids, and where these exist the disadvantaged. In line' with
Development they are often little used. Many this view, it recommends ex- Otis
Economic
Reader's Digest Foundation in schools affiliated with the Fund. for
T. Gray, candidate for
1967. The program is to be con- First place winners were also (CED) called for a national teachers are unprepared to tensive experimental activity
of the peacjusti
of
only
in
the
employ
the
new
in
preschooling
"not
"research,
curriculum,
intensify
to
tinued through 1970.
given trips to New York and effort
County Court, does not have the
innovation, and evaluation" in materials and are unacquaintedl substance and processes of in- endorsement of the Tennessee
This year's installment repre- Washington.
with new and improved teach- struction and supervision but Regular Baptist
American education.
sents the largest amount ever
Convention as
also in organization, admini- was reported in the July 20 ediing methods." given the United Negro College In addition to the scholarship
the
oreffort,
lead
this
To
stration, and finance.''8
Fund for scholarship purposes and writing contest contribution
tion of the Tri-State Defender.
and -These conditions exist on a
and is the largest contribution the Reader's Digest Foundation l ganization of businessmen
millionst
deprive
vast
scale
and
the
establishment
of
that,
It
urges
recommends
educators
an
unrestricted
conhas
made
Dr. A. E. Campbell, presiso
far
in
received by the Fund
tribution to the United Negro I Congress create an independ- of children of opportunities that public and private nursery dent of the Convention, said the
1968.
them," the schools — the latter by indus- group voted to rescind previous
Only the interest on the en- College Fund each year since , ent, nongovernmental commis- should be open to
sion of distinguished citizens report states. "As a result our trial and business firms, pardowment may be used for the Fund's inception in 1944.
action after a closer review of
scholarship purposes. Each col- The United Negro College "broadly representative of the citizens suffer immeasurable ticularly those locating facillosses
in
cultural
and
social
ities
in
ghetto
and
areas.
the
candidate's record.
society"
major
segments
of
inde.
lege may use its share of the Fund is a federation of 36
interest for one or more scholar pendent accredited senior col-' comprising "persons of unques- attainment, in human dignity,
ship awards per year according leges and universities seekinOioned stature as educational and in economic productivity.]
To these losses must be added
financial support through an an. statesmen."
to its own discretion.
The scholarship program is nual nationwide appeal. This The recommendation is con- that part of the nation's welfare costs and the cost of debut one of the Reader's Digest; year's goal is $6.5 million.
tained in a 75-page CED State- linquency and crime resulting
ment on National Policy en- from school failure."
titled -Innovation in Education: New Directions for the At the same time, the CornAmerican School." The pro- mittee recognizes that "the
posed "Commission on Re- most serious failures of Amen 1111Mbiliallrodaillhaisk
search. Innovation, and Eval- can education are produced by
uation in Education," accord- the large failures of our soare
failures
ing to the statement, would ciety. These
stimulate and coordinate re- found especially in schools
search and development at all whose children live in poverty
levels of education; provide, and cultural deprivation and
avenues for the dissemination which, more often than not,
and application of usefull re- are segregated by color and
search findings; and establish race
programs for the evaluation of
and
instructional In discussing organizational
curricula
reforms for the schools, the
methods.
Committee makes clear that
While research, innovation, it does, not support "indiscriand evaluation would be per- minate change " but rather
formed by this national Com- -the cultivation of a social and mission as separate functions. educational climate that is con-.
"achievement of the common genial to change." The statepurpose — improvement in ment says: "If the schools are
education — calls for these to make real progress in inefforts to be coordinated, es- struction, most of them must
pecially in matters of priority," be jolted from their complacthe statement says. The Coin- ency by vigorous thrusts that
mission would use both public will break throuh the old patand private funds, but as a terns and support experiment
nongovernmental body would and innovation.
avoid political controls.
Sometimes such thrusts can
The Committee for Economic come from within the school
Development is a nonprofit research and policy organization system via the work of teachfounded in 6942. Its 200 trustees ers and administrators posstudy major national and in- sessing strong innovative talternational economic problems
with the purpose of promoting ents, but sometimes they must;
high employment with stable come from without."
economic growth.
The Committee holds the
SO AND 86 PROOF TOW, BLENDED SCOTCH
Emilio G. Collado. chairman
WHISKY IMPORTED BY MR BOSTON
early schooling is,
view
that
DISTILLER INC . BOSTON. MASS
of CED's Research and Policy
Committee, noted that the pre- "probably desirable" for all
paration of the report depended
heavily on 15 research papers
e
covering topics ranging from
the teacher's relationships with
the new educational technology
to intergovernmental cooperation in public schooling. Most
of these papers — contributed
by outstanding scholars in the
field of education — will be
published separately in the
fall. The report was made
public here by John L. Burns,
chairman of the CED Subcommittee on Efficiency and Innovation in Education.
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Loses Backers

GREAT
SCOTCH!

...ELECT A FORMER MEMPHIS CITY
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DAN
H.
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You're right...
it's light!

for his

OPPOSED TO POLICE BRUTALITY AND ATTACK
ON INNOCENT CITIZENS!

Now that'you've fallen
line, we think you'll fall for ours.
Your
Wedding
Deserves to be...
PHOTOGRAPHED
in Natural Color...
for

Despite important gains in ,
recent years. schools on the
whole are not measuring up to!
the task of providing 'the kind'
of education that produces rational, responsible, and effective citizens," the statement asserts. School districts as weft
as schools "are often handicapped by outmoded organi-

Only natural color

can

preserve this
memorable event in
all its brilliance
This is where to
come when you're
gtharmoeusgh playing

zation.

* c_ily Attorney under former Mayor William B. Ingram, Jr.

All too many schools are
overcrowded and understaffed,
and their pupils receive little
personal attention. Instruction
designed for the individual is
rare even for the handicapped
or the gifted. Most to the
Ischools are still hiniisbed with
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ii
for any Mistreatment of a
black person. . . male or feCUSTOM VERSUS LAW
male. . . young or old. or in! Well now, James Earl Ray, stance, whatever
happened
alleged assassin of Dr. Mar- to the murderers of those four
gin Luther King Jr., is back little innocent black children
lin Memphis.
In Birmingham? What hapI The town is wallowing with pened to Medgar Evers' kill.
National Advertising Representatives
a kind of reverse ecstasy in er? What happened to the
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
the unaccustomed kleig lights murderers of the three civil
310 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
of national and international rights workers whose bodies
publicity it is receiving.
were found buried under a
It's been almost amusing to dam? What happened to the
Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area.
'witness the fall-over-backward man who shot James Mere!protective measures the local dith? What has happened to
law enforcement agencies are the bombers of Negro church!taking to insure the "safety" es and homes all over the
of the city's most celebrated South?
'prisoner since "Machinegun" It's a waste of time to search
In these turbulent times it is diffi- Clayton P. Elam
Kelly.
the record for the answers.
cult to say who would be a good candi- STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 32
One observer, however, has Any Negro worthy of his salt
noted that in her opinion the can tell what happened to them
date for certain positions in the Genral Hugh W. Stanton Jr.
measures are being taken not in one sentence: They were
Election. The time has come when black STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 33
so much out of a desire that protected and let off easy by
people's existence depends upon the best Drew J. Canale
Ray will be present at a de- the rules of the tribe. . . which
served
trial. . . or out of a de- we call custom.
man being elected to office.
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
sire to bring deserved punish- Custom is stronger than law
Some candidates have fortunately DISTRICT 4
ment to the killer or killers in this society. Despite all its
shown their true colors while in office * H. T. (Tom Powell
of Doctor King.
technological proficiency, the
In her opinion Ray is being majority population of the
thus making the task of selecting the Very instrumental in obtaining rights
guarded closely to keep him United States is primarily a
beet man relatively easy. Unfortunately for sanitation workers.
from being murdered by the tribe, with all the primitive,
man or men who hired him to with all the ancient demands
in some races only one man has qualifi- STEATE REPRESENTATIVE DISbe a decoy or the murderer. and taboos, which the tribe
ed, and he may be a bigot. Other can- TRICT 6
There's always the possibility maintains for its survival and
didates have made promises but have no * A. W. Willis Jr.
that Ray might "sing," and supremacy.
justify the widespread suspi- The killers of civil
previous record in which they may be STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISrights
cion that Doctor King was the workers. . . the killer or
judged. We can only take their word.
killers
TRICT 7
victim of a local or national of Dr. King. . . the
lynchers,
During a recent press conference, *Ira Murphy
conspiracy.
bombers. . . gun-toters, and
A lot of folk, even white, race haters of the white maFloyd McKissick said, "I am in favor of STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISwould like to know the "in- jority
are primarily "proteca third political force. I want to organize TRICT 10
side" of the deal. Folk don't
of
tors
the tribe." They are
believe Ray has sense enough
black people to vote or not to vote. The *E. Patton Webb
motivated by the demands of
his
killing
and
the
plan
to
matter of how to vote and when you STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISunder which police carried community, and I am very flight he took. . • all by him- custom. . . not the rules of
law. However much the avecast it is a matter of strategy that black TRICT 11
shotguns and were acompanied concerned with what I believe self.
rage American white man
by trained police dogs in high- is a serious problem.
But, as for the Ray trial itpeople deside for themselves." The TRI- *Russell B. Sugarmon Jr.
Dear Defender:
crime-rate areas.
self. . . if, as. and when there yelps about maintaining law
STATE DEFENDER feels that the idea STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT There is evidence that ChiI would like very much to is a trial, most Memphis black and order, basically he is di"Said Hoover,
. . a strict know if there
teacher-certioutdated
cago's
are any availa- people are pretty cynical about rectly or indirectly referring
of a black Tird Political Force in voting 12.
fication machinery is undergo- policy in the enforcement of ble statistics as ot the total it all. All over the Negro com- to the rules of the tribe. . . to
would give the black community the Marvin Erode
ing some changes. Since Super- law works, whereas some of number of black people in munity the attitude is not one custom.
the theoretical sociological polistrength needed to bring about drastic- STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT intendent Redmond convened
this country. The late Dr. Mar- of "wait and see." It is one of So one must look with a kind
.
cies that are advanced and
inversity
committee
of
with
a
tin
Luther King often referred "Why all this hypocritical- fuss of amused pity on the gyraly needed changes.
12
professors and school adminis- urged do not work."
to the number being close to over a foregone conclusion?" tions of the local legal maWe feel the following candidates are
MARVIN BRODE
trators for a study of the cer- Let's all support our police 40 or 50 million. If this is true, In other words most Negroes chinery as it goes through the
best suited for the black community's SHELBY COUNTY DEMOCRATIC tification process, we have had against "mob brutality" and I would like to know the num- don't expect the demands of farce of trying Ray. Nothing
a black man added to the three- criminals. Restrictive Supreme ber of black males and fe- impartial law to he carried out really harmful is going to be
interest and will serve all Memphis fairCOMMITTEE
man standards board and the Court laws should be rescinded'males in prisons, and the in the Ray matter. They ex- done to Ray. The only signifily and equally. We have divided the list SET BY FRED WHITE FRED WHITE:complete elimination of the prom ptly.
breakdown by ages of those pect custom to prevail. The cance of his case is that the
oral exams for one group of
C.C. MOSELEY held in confinement.
into three parts; and next to the name Position 1: JACK H. MIRRIS III
Ilaw of tribal custom demands stature of his alleged victim
teachers.
focuses world-wide attention
GLENDALE, CALIF. It is my belief
of the candidate means that he has done Position 3: Lewis K. Garrison
that the gov- that Ray be "whitewashed"
on the situation.
one way or another.
ernment,
the
states
and
the
much in the interest of the black com- Position 4: Clayton Elam
know the difficulties a suIn the United States custom Now it's up to the Birmingcities
have
contrived
to
eliminperintendent of schools has in "
munity; boycott. vote; (see editorial *Position 5: Rev. E. W. Williamson
ate the black man in insidious dictates that a "black man ham barrister A.J. Hanes to
such cases because the tendenways. There are too many has no rights that a white invoke his experience again to
page) this shows the candidates that Position 6: Edward L. ertz
cy at lower levels is always toi
black
brothers in jails who man must respect. . . not even show his fellow tribesmen (juconfirm the use of establisaed Dear Defender:
the DEFENDER finds unacceptable and Position 9: Henry B. Sutton
the right to life. . . to say rors and the white communihave
been forgotten.
policy and view any question of I want to tell young black
nothing of dignity as a human ty) how to make a relatively
don't deserve black support; all others Position 10: Drew Canale
ricaAnrsto
eut
it as an attack on the integrity
These men could become being."
ry
plausible application of the
have acceptable:
Position 11: James W. Moore
arms.
of the system.
our people dying fathers, workers and educa- Custom in the United States rule of the tribe (custom) cirtors. The situation is grave has never allowed a white man cumvent the dictates of imUNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVE Position 13: G. B. Joyner
I am pleased to note that Dr. fast enough in Vietnam?
To
keep
our
'Redmond saw this situation as
forefathers don and I am troubled about the to be appropriately punished partial law. Let's watch!
District 7
*Position 14: Walter L. Bailey, Jr.
a kind of opportunity that whiskey was laid at their fee'lack of communication con- —
Bay Blanton
SHELBY COUNTY GENERAL
lcomes occasionally to enrich today drugs are being made cerning our brotthers in prison.
US. Representative
ELECTION
the procedures and correct an available to our youth for the Is there no one who cares
enough to bring
same reason. If a black Amen- about them
Injustice.
District 9
•
SHERIFF: DAN H. BELL
can is making it possible for this situation out in the open?
James E. Irwin
JUDGE GENERAL SESSIOND COURT However, the administrative them to get drugs, it is be- Since the black medium has
State Senator district 28
DIVISION VI: BUFORD E. WELLS JR. processes have hardly begun cause he cares not for them or become aware of the needs of
to correct the great harm done his race. He is only interested the black people, it is urgent
Edgar H. Gillock
JUDGE, JUVENILE COURT: KEN- in total to the black communi- in
to assist in eradicating this
making money.
problem.
ty's teachers and children.
State Senator District 29
NETH A TURNER
men of toda
J'.''"..,
When
white
majorities
act
in
think
they
J. 0. Patterson. Jr.
Special election August 1. Justice of the
know the answers The situation is parallel to
regard to the black community, •
By JACKIE ROBINSON
they
should
just
STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 30
take a moment the number of mental cases
Peace (Justice of The Peace, for city they tend to do them more
suiting from the oppressive
to
think
about
who
they
harm.
William R. Bruce
With black people the nation over crying out for a ne‘s and
of Memphis at large. To fill the unex- harm than good. This is not Those who are hurt
by their conditions in Algeria during
necessarily for lack of good inthe
French
creative
leadership, one that can recapture control of events
rule.
The
STATE SENATOR DISTRICT 31
black
pired term of clowning pryor OTIS GRAY tentions,
actions
are blacks in the same
hut rather from lack
man is being drawn into a sweeping our country, master
bag
as
they
are
them rather than Pet them be the
of knowledge. Whites, usually
vacuum.
believe that what is best for Every young black American
master, the Republican Party once again appears to be saythemselves, is best for others. !hurt or shot down in the street The system of oppression in ing "blacks, we are not concerned about you, we will give you
the U.S. is beginning to take
makes those who are
Wayne Mink, candidate for the of- sent population ratio in Memphis) when Conceding this trait, the Chi- keep us down, happier.trying to its toll on black people. The whatever we want and you, can take it or leave it."
cago Board of Education, from
number of mental cases among
fice of city and county Tax Assessor has elected.
I am of the firm opinion tht the November election is one
You know the game and people is increasing.
a black man's view, is guilty kncw
what's
promised to assess property fairly and
happening. Know
the most important in our history in terms of the black man's
of
'of flagrant racism.
The Tri-State Defender endorses The certification
what Dr. Martin Luther King Because I am only one
on an eqaul basis when elected.
problem is lived
my opinion, the nomination and election of Richard
and died for. Everything black brother. writing this let- future. In
Mr. Mink for the office of Tax Assessor only one sympton of a school
ter
is
the
We feel that when property is evalonly
way
Nixon
means
I
know
that we are not just slowly backtracking but
to
he
did
was for black youth behe is qualified for that position. He is a system which is preparing a cause he didn't
shed some light on what's swiftly somersaulting
want
to
uated on an equal basis the need for highsee
backward as a race and as a nation.
sociai oisaster 01 wide proporformer general contractor and real estate 400,000 elementary
them live in this set-up of all happening.
school chil- of
er taxes such as the present garbage fee
We rejected Barry Goldwater in 1964 because we felt his
Adolphus C. Favors
their lives. In unity the
developer in addition to having served dren are black and many of
election
will be eliminated.
signified a stifling of our progress. Now the Republican
black
man
has
something
no
on the Shelby County Planning Commis- ren are black and many of one can take away from him
Party seems to be saying that the conservative attitude they
them
will
be
'pushed
out'
beMr. Mink, a close friend of former sion and the Board of Adjustment.
present is the life most Americans want after all. May they
help keep each other
tsveen the ninth and 12th Lt's
alive,
Mayor William Ingram, has commented
choose to forget 1964, but how can they overgrades. These youngsters will
look the mayoralty races in Cleveland, Ohio, and
Wouldn't it be great if any
Wayne Mink knows the problems of be utterly unprepared for jobs
on the number of black employees preyoung black American, no Dear Defender:
Gary Indiana. Had it not been for the decency
sently employed in the Tax Assessor of- the black property owners 'and promises and the majority of those who matter where he lived could
They are passing laws in this
of thousands of white Americans, we would not
do graduate, will be little bet;slk
w
today have this fine representation — which hapthe street in any neigh- country wholesale. I knew this
fice. Four out of fifty employees are not to cater to the' demands of the rich ter off.
would happen because the
pens to be black. We must now once again awak!borhood
and
not
landowners.
fear
his
black
black. Mr. Mink has assured us that he
power structure refused to
en the conscience of these same people and mulThe social, political and ecowould staff his office with 40 percent
We strongly urge you to suport !nomic consequences of dump- And if every black woman work with the Negro who want
tiply the number.
We must not allow any party to reject us. If
black employees based upon the pre- Wayne Mink for County Tax Assessor. ing thousands of young people, who had to work at night, ed to stay on the side of the
you are not a registered voter yet. I urge you
uneducated and unskilled, in- would have no fear, because law, regardless of how weak it
to become one for the sake of yourself and your
to the inner city, are terrify- she knew that our black youth was.
children's future. And I urge you to encourage
ing. This crisis will not he re- would protect her'
J. ROBINSON
The average black person
your neighbor to vote in order to swell the ranks
solved soon. It may culminate, Together we stand divided fell for thetrick like a ton of
and go to the polls in large numbers to reject, Nixon.
We at the Tri-State Defender find would take the prestige away from their as I hope it will, in a reasser- we fall. We have enough heep- bricks, saying e was playing
tion of the traditional values ed upon us without adding politics. What has happened,•
We must also get white leadership to understand what moit impossible to support the candidates vote:
,in a renewed awareness of the more. I know young people has happened, and we should Jivates our black youth, to understand
why our young people
DISTRICT 8, UNITED STATES RE-!black man's ability to be a understand the message I am admit like good sports, that would prefer to die protesting in their own, non-existent backin the following positions and ask our
good educational example for conveying. There would be we made fools of ourselves by yards than to die protesting the
steaming jungles of Vietnam
readers not to vote for them, although PRESENTATIVE
his own.
some very upset Americans
the social and economic where they fight as champions of freedom and democracy Mei
they are the only ones running in this POSITION 15, Shelby County Democra- I Without black people acting who think they have us figured letting
cannot enjoy at home.
situation get out of hand.
as administrative heads over out and who stay up nights
district and position a boycott vote, tic Executive Committee
I honestly believe that the two-party system is the answer
!blsck schools, the system will finding ways to keep us apart Sen. McClellan, of Arkansas,
to
our
social needs and I want very much to support the Repubthinks
terrible
its
gangs
that
!smother motivation and breed and fighting.
lican Party. But I cannot and will not support any one or any
dropouts.
If black youths have any used United States' money to
group that cares nothing about me and my people.
JOHN B. MACK III soul, I hope they think about make bigger gangs. Ha! Why
We need some one who can bridge and not widen the gap
did
it
take
long
so
for
WashEX-TEACHER LIBRARIAN what I have said and will be
between blacks and whites, who can instill a sense of hope and
investigat
to
ington
e
the
big enough to love deep and
The secession of Biafra from the tions said at a news conference in Geunity, who can provide a leadership that can make America
realize that what they have Rangers?
central government of Nigeria has neva that he believed that the Nigeria
society where every man and woman can realize his or her
been doing is worse than what I would advise black people
plunged the populous West African na- government was "genuinely desirous of
any Uncle Tom could do. The to stop being so sensitive and full potential. We need a leadership that will no longer tolerate
Uncle Toms sell their dignity touchy and become better and bigotry, injustice and poverty, a leadership that will make the
tion into a civil war which has been rag- facilitating all international aid and asfor
a few favors and hand-outs stronger men. Black men in American promise a reality. A reality of human dignity, pering for months with a savagery barely sistance" to the famine-stricken people Dear Defender:
but
to take a life, that is not high places mustn' tallow sonal safety and individual liberty. Nothing more, but nothing
Babson's
"Washingless. I believe that Governor Rockefeller can restore the meannoticed by the outside world. As federal of Biafra, the former Eastern region of ton ForecastReports
Letter," June 10,!Merl; to give, is a greater sin themselves to be used.
ing of true leadership. In my years of association with the Govagainst
God.
GEORGE
MONTGOMERY
troops tighten their stranglehold on the Nigeria.
1968, states:
ernor. I have found him to be man who is dedicated to helping
I
hope
that
they
will
separatist state, the Biafrans are faced
But, Lieut. Col. Odumegwu Ojukwu, "Statistics released by the c.,urage and strength to have
all the people.
help
FBI have revealed that Miami's
I believe he could provide us with such powerful leadership
with the grim possibility of mass starva- the Biafran leader, graduate of Oxford' new 'get-toug
h' law enforce our race survive.
that
many of America's problems can be solved. His courage
MRS.
DOROTHY
BRolAN
University, has rejected an offer oT the silent policy has produced as-,
tion.
in standing for his conviction is indicated by his every-day
In some well informed quarters, it federal government of Nigeria to open toundingly good results
deeds and acts. He has refused to allow us to talk about his
' "Recently released
family and their services to mankind. These commitments
is believed that the death toll may reach up "mercy corridors" through the tern- Fiona, testimony by FBIcongresDirec, should come natural, the Governor feels.
more than a million unless emergency
it controls to enable aid to reach the tor J. Edgar Hoover states that
However, we are persuading him to release his dedication
food shipments soon reach the area. Se- people of the remainder of the break- the robbery rate in Miami drop- Dear Defender:
talk about restoring a leadership that has meaning and purpose.
ped by 62 per cent in the first I'm a black man whose life
a leadership that is concerned about our decaying cities and a
cretary General Thant of the United Na- away area.
month of the new policy . . . thread runs deep in the black
leadership that can rebuild these cities.
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
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Tenants Plan
Takeover Of
CHA Projects

YNE

MEMPHIS PRISMCIMITAR, MONDAY
)
JUNI

ISO

Ingram Is Invited
To See Records

HODGE ENTERS, KNOCKto
Tax Assessor Candidate
Criticizes LaManna
CitY Tax Assessor Charles
V. Hodge. 47, has announced
ror county tax assessor In the

A spokesman for the Federation said that the tenants already have been promised
backing from several black
organizations in the city.
The plan, according to the
spokesman, calls for the tenant
group to take over adminis-

Wayne Mink

trative control of some
ject developments
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Ole facts to all the people."

xa

pro-

AEI SIT

ilium B. Ingram Jr., managing Wayne Mink's cam
paign for county property assessor, today charged that 299
acres in Shelby County had the tax assessm
••
$8 050 in 1966 to
in 1967.
i
.Block 47," Ingram said.
"Can you imagine land in Shelby County being cut from $27
an acre to $15 an acre-5"he asked."We are just trying to get
In ram and Mink have be

15

PALMEFt'S
"SKIN SUCCESS"
OINTMENT

.1

WC FOUND!

VOTE FOR BUFORD E. WELLS, JR..'

The public housing residents,
who have organized the Independent Tenants 'Federation,
will reveal full details of their
plan today at a news confer.
since scheduled to be held in
the Harold Ickes Homes at 23d
and State st.

.•••

LOaK A T WtihT

•

of CHA tenant group s, the
Daily Defender learned Tuesday.

Aug. 1 general election and
criticised George LaManna,
the man who now serves at
county assessor and who will
run for re-election.
"I think;be
lyree .
Irextome secple xatho
.tedh_ged Ghanea_ u'issessers"
Mr. Hodge said. "And from
having been associated with
the office I think I have seen
that vai

.ay
Gcot4e.

PAGE 7

A take-over of some 15 public
housing projects is being plan.ned by a federation made up

George LaManna, Shelby Caul/ property
to.
day invited former Mayor Iaram az sundaeassessor,
assesament
records and make scar-Inc dams on any improper assesamanta.
Ingram, who will manage the campaign of Wayne Mink
for the office of assessor, said la a press conference
Friday
It appeared "preferences" had been given to largo property
owners on assessments.
"Mr. Ingram has thrown make specific
charge' or
an indictment not only shut
up,"
Lahlsona
said.
against me but against my
'yin. Hodge and Mr. IAentire staff and the city and
What Is Going On
Manna share the same office
county Boards of EqualizaBy George'
at
the 100 North Main Building
tion," said LaManna, seek.
Elect
because the' city and count)
Mg a third term in the Aug. 1
tax records are partially consolidated.
dection.
County Assessor
• call on Mr. Ingram to
MEMPHIS PRESS-SCIMITAR, THURSDAY, JULY 11, 1961

ws
CHEcK E D
na REcoADS

DEFENDER

OIS. °KY 99c

GET READ-TO-TOE PROTECTION

ell

Assessor
• ge
anna s office, looking for campaign
ammunition. LaManna is running for re-election.
G. H. Beatty, chief deputy assessor in LaManna's office,
looked up the records for this writer. "Yes, the cut was
made by the Board of Equalization on recommendation of
the assessor "Beatty pointed to the records.

SIIA;. it Hefty
batAos vritils it fights prom thst OMNI
aggravate perspiretioo ode.;...restos
you sure you're nice to be Pilaf.
PALMER'S "%RIM SUCCESS" SOAP.

*
Charlie Hodge, city assessor now

running for min
property assessor, charged today that "many adjustments"
made by George LaManna, running for re-electioc in tb

•

same race,"are unwarranted."

74 Pelee 76 le
'761 74 e,uuteu

How Does Your Assessment Compare
With This?

Kozo

011

44 Wars

50
50
50
50
50
50
a•
50
I
50
0-3
• 50
PC
tid 50
u3 50
1
50
.,.
I
01
B:.
k
tzi
w
,

1
*3

—
—
—
—

—
_
—
—
—
—

Block
21
89
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
Ea

Parcel
— 10
3
—
—
2
3
—
4
5
6
—
_
7
8
—
10
— 11
— 13

Total
Reduced
From — To
Reduction
755 $18,400.00 To $ 4,600.00 — $ 13,800.00
49% $90,000.00 To $45,350.00 — $ 44,650.00
45% $57,800.00 To $28,900.00 — $ 26,900.00
50% $39,500.00 To $19,750.00 — $ 19,750.00
50% $22,900.00 To $11,450.00 — S 11,450.00
50% $22,700.00 To $11,350.00 — $ 11,350.00
50% $22,500.00 To $11,250.40 — $ 11,250.00
50% $22,200,00 To $11,100.00 — $ 11,100.00
50% $11,000.00 To $ 5,500.00 — $ 5,500.00
50% $11,200.00 To $ 5,600.00 — $ 5,600.00
50% 523,100.00 To $11.550.00 —
11,550.00
50% $27,100.00 To $12,550.00 — 5 13,550.00

I
44

I
ur
4
r
h,

CITING MUSIC & MONEY GAME

ee

I
4.4
.

V.

t.,4

42
1

WHAT IS GOING ON—BY GEORGE!

k
tTi

Check LaManna's Records!

CHANNEL 5
WMC T V

PARCEL 18 — BLOCK 41 — WARD 44
• 1966 ASSESSMENT
$420,000.00
(.2
*• IN 1966—Owner Asked For Reduction To ..$350,000.00*
•

• IN 1966—Board Of Equalization Refused Reduction.
• THE ASSESSOR (La Manna) REDUCED THE ASSESSMENT
WITHOUT BOARD OF EQUALIZATION APPROVAL

0-i

*

-IN 1967—From $420,000.00 To $362,000.00 — Down

$58,000.00

—IN 1968—From $362,000.00 To 350,000.00 - Down

$12,000.00

7:30P.M.
SUNDAY NIGHT

TISSUE
CHARMIN
TISSUE

EVERYBODY

•

ELECT—WAYNE MINK —FOR
1
S—

COUNTY — ASSESSOR

is y -roc% t Tyse Peoiste9
Paid For By Wm. B. Ingran. Jr., Chairman
TAXES— — TAXES —
TAXES — $ —

IVORY SOAP
4-3,75 oz. It

4 ROLLS 9c

milk and ft o,
Milk priidurtn OTIr coil

I nji I Okial'el•

1•11,0^7I a

(

$70,000.00

Ti tillP`
.
L/WI/toil
141111t1•MM. PUI•111/11••• ••%, hid

**vinyl/gm!oar
Pak Trots

%"...._

purchase

wit), coupon below
and 15 additional

HOW MUCH HAS YOUR ASSESSMENT
11tr,1 BEEN REDUCED IN THE LAST 2, YEARS?

L VOTE

,h coupon below
and 15 addit,onol

putchos•

BOARD OF EQUALIZATION APPROVAL

FOR FAIR ASSESSMENTS FOR

ROLLS

PERSONAL
SIZE

• TOTAL REDUCTIONS BY La MANNA WITHOUT
tva

A brand new show that's great
entertainment with new celebrities every week. Play the most
exciting new Music and Money
game on TV. Watch -Win with
the Stars'' and you can win big
cash prizes too. Don't miss it'
Pick up your free entry ticket to•j.,. STARI
day at your favorite
BIG

w

pull

to •

1td% Zird

ffil1111)

EapiloP

With this coupon one $5
dditionol purchase wick,'

log tobacco. milk, and
T,01,, milli products. One
" coupon to a fomilv repine.
Jul lird,

Natal $10 addition°, punches*
required en
oi.rds•e• •:01..jsons.
1.7

•
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Society
Merry
Go-round ;,
ERMA LEE LAWS
AID CANCER SOCIETY —
It was the second year the
raised more than $i,20.
J. A. Cooke, Mrs. S. M.
Members of the Jackson
seated from left are Mrs.
Bond, Mrs. A. C. Ford, Mrs. ,1 Jackson Links have helped
"The people with whom we some pair, ten bridesmaids in
chapter of the Tennessee
A. Z. Maney, Mrs. Chester
spearhead the campaign ha
W. B. McKissack, Mrs. C.
travel are much more impor- frothy green and
whit e
Links, Inc., served as Crumemory of a deceased charBarnes, Mrs. Frank Bryant,
A. Kirkendoll and Mrs. S.H.
tant than the places to which dresses escorted by handsome
sade chairmen ht neighborMrs. W. R. Bell, Mrs. A. B.
ter member. Mrs. Essie M.
Bronaugh. Not on photoRonald Selby swains and a slew of guests
we travel."
hoods for the American Can- Spicer and Mrs. T. R. White
Perry, a cancer victim.
graph are Mrs. E. M. Cawfrom some 20 states. Wright.
cer Society recently and
standing, from left, are Mrs. Thorn and Mrs. L. K. Jones.
Mabel The bride is a second-year
TRAVELERS HO!
(Mrs. Andrew) Mead and medical student at Meharry
Arva Rice of Jackson. Tenn., and the groom is a senior
are enjoying the white sands there. The bride's parents are
of Honolulu, Hawaii. They're Vivian and Dr. James Chamvisiting Mabel's brother and bers of Alabama State College
sister-in-law, Lt. and Mrs. where he heads the biology
Lights around a mirror in
William Brown The Liuetenant department. The groom is the
styl e,
theater-dressing-room
is a sixteen-year career man in son of Mrs. Milton (Gladys)
projecting
out
from a
or
even
,
Fake
leather
is
an
intriguing
Clark and the late Dr. Clark
the U. S. Air Force.
Miss Eleanor P. Banks, bride-i and daughter, Miss Jacqueline new material being now used wall mirror, can be a major
And Josephine (Mrs. An- of Knoxville. She's a sister
elect of Ross B. Cheairs, Jr., Buckley and the bride-elect's in the men's. fashion arena.' assistance to Milady's toilette.
derson) Bridgges won a trip to to the Rev. H. C. Nabrit, Dr.
A ceramic tile counter beneath,
was honored with a bridal show- sister, Miss Ann Banks.
the Bahamas by raising the James Nabrit president of
Made of a husky cotton coat- matching the decor of floor and
most money for the JUGS' Howard University and Dr.
er at the home of her aunt, Mrs. The bride-elect is the daugh- ed with
polyerethane plastic, wall tiles, will also be an aid,
project and she and her mate Sam Nabrit whom we hear is
Sam M. Price of 1263 Engle- ter of Mrs. Maria Banks and it has the
appearance a n d eliminating worries about stain
and three of their four girls, in Atlanta, he's immediate
wood St. recently with Mrs. the granddaughter of Ms.r "hand" of fine leather
when from spilled cosmetics or mispresident
of
Texasc
Kim, Keath, and Kyle are va- past
Solomon Johnson serving as Martha Price.
made into apparel,
placed lighted cigarettes.
Southern
University
and
until
cationing there along with
co-hostess.
svelte Marie Bradford and also recently a member of the
The table was decorated with
Commission
on
Dot and Walter Evans with President's
a center piece of white stock
their kids, Shari Lynn and Atomic Energy.
and geraniums. Antique crystal
The bride is an undergraduChuck.
and silver were used. RefreshBAILEY
CATHERINE
Dot and Walter spent the ate member at large of Alpha
ments i n eluded open-faced
fourth of July in Louisville at Kappa Alpha Sorority. The
chicken liver paste, olive spread
INC.
a family reunion of the Evans newlyweds plan to set up pracchicken liver paste, olive sprea
tice together in the office left
group.
and cheddar cheese, wedding
Alma and Phil Booth went by the groom's father.
cake and pink lady punch.
West to San Francisco where And then we're doing a bit
A unique game was played
Alma had a swinging time of traveling. . .started out in
with guests making guesses as
I
haunting the chic shops in the Washington for Solidarity Day
to how many recipes were on a
where we visited Marge Ulen,
Bay Area.
beautiful apron. The prize was
So sorry
Bernice (Mrs. who formerly was commandant
m'on by Miss Marilyn Bankhead
James) Barber had to make of the Merry-Go-Round, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ruffin State. Miss Bailey was a mem- The apron and recipes were
Economics
Home
the
ber
of
the sad journey to Los Angeles then to New York City where Bailey of 956 Red Row announcand ,presented to the bride-elect.
due to the illness and subse- we stopped with our friend the engagement of their daugh- Club, the Memphis Club
Among the guest were Mrs.,
quent death of her brother, Elsie Archer who has reviewed ter, Miss Catherine Delores fashion editor of the student
F:dith
Cotton. Mrs. Edd Malone ,
Meter."
newspaper,
"The
Face
It",
for
William
Glover. a former I her book. "Let's
Bailey. to Lewis Everett Bingdaughter,
Miss Jereieaw
and
our Co-Ettes and will be com- ham. He is the son of Mr. and
Mr. Bingham was also gradMemphian.
ewis, Mrs. Sarah Bankhead
High
Manassas
His wife Meryl also a form- ing again soon.
from
uated
Bingham,,
Mrs. Larry Charles
er Memphian, was well-known She's a fashion consultant Sr., of 580 Wells.
School, where he was a mem- cuisine, black art, folk music—
for her talent at the piano and for McCall magazine and is The wedding will take place! ber of the Ole Timers Club.
it provides a place for black
organ and was also a school with the D. Parke Gibson Saturday, August 24, at the; He received the bachelor of people to gather break bread
teacher in the City System. Public Relations Firm, and Bethelehem Baptist Church at science degree in sociology fro and communicate.
It was also a sad mission for is teaching grooming and 746 Ayers St.
Tennessee A&I State University The New Breed favors the
the Steinberg brothers, Luther, etiquette in a project funded Miss Bailey was graduated in January 1967. He was a mem- Dashiki and has such celebratWilton, Wilbur. Louie and by the U. S. Labor Department from Manassas High School ber of the Sociology Club and ed customers as Sammie Dasister
Gladys (Mrs. to train a pilot group of wom- where she was a member of the Memphis Club.
their
vis, who is also a stockholder,
Parker) Owen when they went en and place them in jobs upon the Honor Society and the
Bingham now lives in Bill Russell of the Boston
Mr.
to Detroit to the funeral of graduation. Real interesting, Double Ten Society.
Jersey City, N. J., and is em- Celtics another stockholder,
they teach the use of modern
their brother Milton.
of., ployed with the Department of Robert Hooks, the actor, Bill
bachelor
received
the
She
Velma Lois Jones, Catheryn appliances, how to make beds
Welfare Cosby, another actor, Mongo
clothing and tex- Welfare, Lynd en
Johnson and Mertis Ewell have and so many things we take arts degree in
State' Branch,. Brooklyn, New York. Santamaire, Cannonball and
A&I
Tennessee
at
tiles
glowing reports from the wed- for granted. The program is
Following the wedding the Nat Adderly and R. C. Owens,
1967.
ding they attended in Hunts- really geared toward upgrad- University in June
will live in New Jersey, musicians, and the Rev. Alfred
Tennessee
,
couple
student
at
a
ville, Alabama. They drove ing both the image and econom- While
Richard Sampson, the only
down in Mertis' pretty new ic status of the household ay out of best dressed in the en and overlook the movement SCLC Staffer whom the late
gold car to the wedding of worker.
though they give through other Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
'New York Times."
Vivian Marie Chambers and Had the most interesting Gerri was just back from organizations so they voted out ordained into the ministry.
Milton "Buddy" Clark in the chat with Gerri Major who Seaport Grand Bahamas where immediate funds for the
Personable and handsome
newly constructed rustic type told us that our choice for she had taken the inaugural Southern Christian Leadership Howard Davis will .be in MemChrist Methodist Church. Twas Memphis' best dressed woman, flight of Northeast Airlines. Conference. Jewel ( Mrs. phis before the SCLC convenone of those once-in-a-lifetime Maria (Mrs. Charles F.) Pink- She's also recently back from Oscar) Speight and Orphelia tion starts in August. Give us
beautiful weddings, a hand- ston was included in a page' Paris where she spent seven (Mrs. James) Byas were the time to get home and call' us'
Paris members from our city's con- at the TSD office for more info
the
months d o i ng
Scratchpad for JET. It's real tingent of the Smart Set at the on the New Breed.
interesting hearing the views confab. We're real proud of By the by, while we were in
nf other media women about them! Seems like the theme the New Breed shop which is
today's trend of news. Gerri these days goes something like decorated in African motifs'
USE OUR LAY-AWAY
reported as did Ethel Payne this "where ever there are two and features
paintings by!
in D. C. that all news takes a or more of you gathered. thre black artists we saw a print of
back seat to news about THE (THE MOVEMENT) am." Well a picture of Charles Lloyd done
MOVEMENT. One courageous make it that way!
by some artist in San Francisdowntown• union ave.
young lady, Cathy Aldridge, We were simply fascinated co. Charles is the renowned
southland mall
society editor of the New York with the New Breed shop we musician and son of Ruth and
E HONOR
Amsterdam News, blasted her visited in Harlem. Elsie's John Parker, you know.
FIRST NAT.ONAL
own organization for having friend, Howard Davis, is vice- Back to the New Breed Da--SS
had a dinner during the time president, and Jason Bennings shikis, you'll just have to see
BANKAMERICARD
of the death of Sen. Kennedy. is president. The New Breed the evening ones with the braid
fashion spocialists in sizes
changing,
really
are
Things
appreciate
them.
They're
1
2
1
2to 32/
18 to 60 and 16/
is a clothing store owned by to
we're proud to be a part of the blacks and
m anufacturess fabulous! They're in silk, then
change and we think it's beau- clothes for blacks; it's an in- there're the mohairs, worsted
tiful!!!
dustrial project to bring money etc.
Elsie was telling us about back into the black communi- Then we've journeyed onto
the convention of the Smart ty. They have plans to manu- New England where we're
•
of which she's a member. facture every product the visiting our cousin Rhetaugh
Set
a
•
4
7,;‘•
These femmes decided that black consumer buys. . .furni- G. Dumas and her teen-age
- 11f1411"
4
though fun is foremost on ture, food, the works! They daughter Cookie in New Haven.
"
their agenda they could not be already have a coffee house Found Rheta, who is an asso• *elPikikii:
banded. together as black worn- which features Afro-American ciate professor and chairman
of the Psychiatric Nursing
tJ.
Department at Yale University
/4, .t tappvt,
just back from a seminar at
ilk ;
-• •
Cape Cod and brfore that the
.ttf fra,s,:;
"Black Educators Meet" in
GEORGE WEIN PRESENTS
Chicago.
24I/3
AIZPA 1 61'a
P!. .•-..
We almost forgot to mention
one
great
night
'
fft0i
that we were seat mates on
the plane to D. C., with the
'011
,
01;4':'1KItk
8:00 Sunday
.•
Rev. N. Thomas Brown, who
dark muted plaid
was on his way to Solidarity
rayon/acotato
of
1!!!!
Day also. Also ran into Jackie
410;!A
otonswilar fashionod
Anthony, in Washington, she
into a youthful suithas wprked with SCLC every
dross .. wood•Out
they left Memphis for
since
i•
lightwaight fabric for
Marks.,
year 'round wear In
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
And Helen (Mrs. Lontiss)
!Fl
Om South ..dna Ifs
,.• ftri .
MINIMUM
WAGE
•
Cooke, is home from Tyler,
washable, too ...
DISTRICT #12
Texas where she visited her
,
elmsais your plaid of
DIONNE WARWICK
sister and brother-in-lme, Dot
•GARNISHMENT REFORM
brown or Woo. each
WARDS :
and Dr. Martin Edwards. She
STAN
GETZ
1,111,
1a,•hti
,
with Mock.
went out to play nurse to ,Dot
- 'It .f
RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO
•INCREASED AID TO
and left her much improvell.
29-2
l ilt
Seems
we
have
a
.caso
of
MAIL ORDERS:
THELONIOUS MONK
forgetfulness, Congressman
add SOe postage plus
•EDUCATION
29-3
4% tax for Tenn. delivery.
HERBIE MANN
Charles C. Diggs mentioned to
us while we were in Washing41-2
GARY BURTON
ton that Atty. Claudia and Atty.
Tom Morcam of Detreit bad
PRODUCED SY NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL
gone abroad for I year. Claud.
la is the 05414* Of AMS
aikeidortoe
and Bob Roberts and visited
Main floor, Loges
$e
them a year or so ago when
Lower Tier
$5
Upper Tier
she came down for a Legal
$4
East Sect. behieil stare
Aid Meeting. She's a real
SS
S27-6436
•
64 SO. MAIN
DOWNTOWN •
F, 04.•
itlf •del•osted finv•(oost Spica,
beauty and before they left
• 274-2045
• It end numb., of ficie.. Send Oeck •191
1902 UNION
UNION AVE. •
Charlie and his wife Atty.
o-der to 1.4E44IP1./S JAZZ FESTIVAL
WHITINAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL ' 3011-0066
Anna with whom Claudia workMID-SOUTH COLISEUM
ed with the Movement in MislActiollit. Tett- )il04
Tlf Kr Ts A (111 1.4 Iill Ton 1.011:011iffrill
sissippi feted them , with a bon
'voyage party.

Fake' Leather Household Tip
For Menswear

Bridal Shower Held
For Eleanor Banks

Miss Bailey Engaged
TO ,ewis
• F, Bingham

BY

Mon Claire

14 No. Main At
Court

527-8796

"HELP"

We are over stocked-new merchandise arriving daily.
Come in and Save...

ALL PRICES
DRASTICALLY REDUCED!
100% Human Hair

MACHINE "STRETCH" 2995
WIGS
LONG FALLS
19"
SHORTIE WIGS

THE NEW
CURLY STRETCH
WIG

1995
rL 29"

OPEN DAILY
10:00 A.M. Iii 5:30 P.Mj
OPEN THURS.
795
WIGLETS
Iii 6:00 P.M.
CASCADE CURLS
350

(

EXPERT STYLING
Same Day Service

35'

year 'round

plaid two-piecer

ELECT
AGAIN

12.00

laRS111;E

THE MAN OF

AVIIIIST 11
SALUTE TO

'at

jazz

VOTED FOR:

AUG. 1st.

TICKETS NOW ON SALE

STOUT SHOPPE

4 YRS EXPERIENCE—STATE LEGISLATOR

• 06

hip

"

NW..
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OSCAR MAAR all meet • lb. 750
wirilent
OSCAR MAYER ell meet SEE,lb. 7504
WIENERS
OSCAR MAYER
13ea. Ogg 0g
BOLOGNA
Boa. pkg. 494
Pickle II Pimento
OSCAR MAYER Lunch Moat
Wool, LiVer Cheese
Cooked
Luncheon,
Seamed
pkg 35*

It you are now
,,
k;a Kroger laver
...,••••'t'igav
e Ma message
to a friend.
You be triendt
forever!
a

44
HONORED GUESTS —
Some of the honored guests
at the 40th wedding anniversary dinner of Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Marshall of
See F St. Paul are seen

here during the affair &lien on Sunday, July 13, at
the Lorraine Motel. Seated
from left are Mrs. Tommie
Edwards, Detroit; Misss
Velma Brooks and Mrs. L.

G. Crawford, Memphis,
July 13, at the Lorraine Motel. Seated from left are
Mrs. Eddie T. Chambers,
Detroit; Mrs. K.T. Hedrick
Memphis, and Miss Lucille

Moore, Detroit. Standing,
from left, are Mr. and Mrs.
Elzie Felton, Rev. L G.
Crawford, Mrs. Laura Richardson and Mrs. Josh Powers, Memphis.

'EDUCATION BREAKTHROUGH

Title I Helped
9.2-Million Kids:

40 T H ANNIVERSARY —
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Marshall were honored daring a
40th wedding anniversary
dinner Ives by their chi!.

dren on Sunday, July 13, at
the Lorraine Motel, and
here they are seen cutting
the cake. The Marshalls
live at 5901iF St. Paul.

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The effort to combat these probbillion-dollar Title I program of lems; they are underfinanced,
the Elementary and Secondary understaffed, and teachers lack
Education Act of 1965 por- the necessary training; and
vided 9.2 million youngsters in
Many of the problems
16,400 school districts with ex- —
the schools originate
plaguing
personal
and
educational
tra
classroom. Comthe
outside
services during the 1966-67
to
school year, the U. S. Office of munities are not facing up
of academic
Education reported to Congress such root causes
and social disAmong those who benefited failure as racial
health and
were 466,000 children in non- crimination, poor
nutrition, and similar basic
public schools.
human deprivations.
The Title I program is designed to provide financial assis- Nevertheless, many school
tance to schools serving areas districts reported that educawith large concentrations of tionally deprived children made
children from low-income fam- learning gains of a month or,
more for every month of in-,
ilies.
— a notable achieveThe second annual evaluation struction
light of past experiin
ment
encouraging
report pointed to
these children fell
when
ences
signs of progress but noted that
behind.
the educational deprivation of steadily
poor children is so acute that 1 Some states also cited speciremedial and compensatory fic instances of gains through
educational efforts must follow compensatory programs:
them throughout their school
—California said 83 per cent
lives.
The report also show that: of its Title I projects showed
—Schools are generally un- achievement growth that "exprepared to make a massive ceeded previous performance."

2

Lo WEST PRICES
YD661(AY
ER666666666
EV666(60v66
VALUABLE COUPON ((7(/7"(((/)(6(

ROGER
GA

CI<
CD<
C>,C
c7><
C:=,<

5 LB. BAG For

C><
C›<
C>4%

Limit one

.494141
6
TOP

with this coupon and $5.00 additional purchasit, secluding tobacco ond fresh or frozen rntik products

9\,

VALUE
STAMPS

STAMPS

29299292222.9.99999()9)9999999299999999229CO2922hith

U.S. Choke Tenderay

Boston Roll Roast

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Ulric
Haynes, Jr. who is very prominent in intellectual circles as
as expert on Africa, has been
appointed Chairman of a special
panel on African affairs for
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey.
A native of) Brooklyn, New
York, Mr. Haynes is president
of Management Formation Incorporated in New York. He
formerly served on the National
Security Council at the White
House (118445); and worked in
African Affairs at the Department of State (196243).
He was * magna cum laude
graduate of Amherst College
and received a law degree from
Yale University.
The African Affairs panel is
one of nine foreign policy task
forces which will advise Vice
President Humphrey and prepare position papers on key
foreign policy issues.
Mr. Humphrey met with the
heads of state of nine African
countries during a two-week
visit in January.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Catron,
Jr., are the proud parents of
a baby girl, Briana Renate
Catron, born Wednesday, July
17, at the McLean Memorial
Hospital at Berwyn, Ill. She
pounds, 15
weighed seven
ounces
The child's maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Corbert, Jr., of 8956'
Wallace at., Chicago, and her
paternal grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Robert Catron, Sr ,
of 250 Lucerne.

Kroger.....

TOP
VALUE

HHH Appoints
An African
Affairs Expert

The Catrons
Are Parents
Of A Daughter

Ladi t,you tan eta
our food tuft with

79c
b.69c
55c
lb

lb.

JUICY LEAN

Ground Chuck
COUNTRY STYLE

Announcing
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWS CARRIERS
CONTEST
July and August
SSS
THE WINNERS WILL BE'
AWARDED CASH PRIZES
$SS
last week of each month.
The Base for all Newsboys and Newsgirls will be the number of papers
sold and paid for July 6.

Sliced Bacon
PLAIN or SELF RISING

Kroger Flour

5 — lb bag

45c

ROGER

MEAT PIES
8-0Z, pkg.

The top Five Contestants will receive Cosh Prizes
Pictures of the winner will appear in the Tri-State Defender
Announcement of all winners will be made over Radio
Station WDIA and WLOK.

DUNCAN HINES
3—oz
pkg. .

29'

for

$100

FAMOUS COITS

73
Cantaloupes s2,z,
Seedless Grapes

50
50
100

or BEEF

Layer Cake Mixes

B.
.!
Kl(n_71

it.

(

t%N ,, I 1i,

CHICKEN, TURKEY

Contest closes the

CONTEST RULES
1. 5 points for each new customer listed in Route Book.
2. 10 points for Prompt Payment.
3. Bose of 15 will be accepted as entry.

BONUS COUPON
..for EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS

70C

Lb Li •

SAVE TOP VALUE STAMPS FOR
THE BEST GIFTS IN LIFE .... FREE !

50
50
50
50
SO
SO
SO
50
SO
50
25
25
25
25

ri.14,

Kroger

IIIpkgs

-•

Fr.ei

Steak.

(000nd( hock
5-11). liii, ket Cround Reef
uith pkgs. (:enter-Cot
P,.ik Chops
3.1h or 5-lb.
(:,,00ny Cull Canned Haw
‘vith two fl-or.
pkgs. Kroger Lon, heon Nleat
cil..pped Beef
Parties
‘. it I 4...7.ii74
F. Fox Deimae
ultil 39e or snore
lianana
,%ith 10-11). Potaspes
h
more head%
lontoce
a (lore!) Lemons
or Limes.

Exp.

7/30

9
6
8

411.

r
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Humble Oil Promotes
Former A&I Teacher

Sports
Horizon...
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Bond Denies Backing HHH,
Tells Praise Of McCarthy

LINDEN, N.J. — Durward Is the affiliate of Standard 011
C. Archer, senior staff engi- Company (New Jersey) which
neer at Humble Oil & Refining coordinates the petroleum and
ATLANTA — Georgia State Beiafonte, who was quoted as er Oscar Brown, Jr., singer
Company's Bayway Refinery gas operations of a number of
Rep. Julian Bond has denied saying: "I will work for him Leon Bibb, folk singer Richie
in Linden, has accepted a posi- companies in the Jersey Stanreports that he's supporting (Sen. McCarthy)." Of Vice Havens, and Singer William
tion on the New York City head- dard family in Japan, the PhilVice President Hubert Hum- President Humphrey, Belafonte Warfield.
By BILL LFLE
quarters staff of Esso Standard ippines, India, Australia, Southphrey's bid for the Presidency. said: "He's out the window It was also noted that the
Eastern, Inc., an affiliate of east Asia and other areas of the
Rep. Bond said he most ap- for me."
late Dr. Martin Luther King,
Humble.
Far East. Humble Oil is the
preciates what Sen. Eugene Other black people reported Jr., had expressed his admireof the top sepia stars, both on A graduate of Howard Univer
Jersey
REALITY OF BLACK
company's
McCarthy (D.-Minn.) has had to be in the McCarthy camp tion of Sen. McCarthy on
principal
the collegiate and professional sity, Mr. Archer will serve as a
United States affiliate.
to say
ATHLETES
are singer Eartha Kitt, actress March 16, some six hours after
levels and found that the Negro senior analyst in Esso Standard
Mr. Archer's Howard UniverDiahann
Carroll,
writer-TV Sen. Kennedy had announced
At
the
same
time,
added
he
athlete
isn't satisfied with the Eastern's Manufacturing De- sity degree was earned
Harold Hunter, head basketin methat he had not yet committed personality Louis Lomax, sing- his candidacy.
ball coach at Tennessee A&I myth that forms sports' Ameri- partment. He joined Humble chanical
engineering, after
himself to any candidate.
State University, was trying to ca mirrors, liberality, equality, Oil at Linden in 1956, after serv- which he served as assistant
Humphrey aides had reported
impart to a group of high scho and tolerance.
ing on the engineering faculties professor of that subject at
that the black legislator from
coaches a few years ago the The problem which
of
Tennessee
A. & I. State Uni- South Carolina State and as
D. C. ARCHER
the Negro
Georgia would work for the
impart to a group of high school faces is typified by
the white versity, Nashville, and South associate professor of mechaniVice President's campaign.
integration would have on re- man's failure to recognize the Carolina State College, Orange- cal engineering at Tennessee
But Bond insisted that he
cruiting. The youghful cage Negro desire to be
burg.
A. & I.
League career-guidance pro- was not working for any midiconsidered
mentor predicted that white an individual like anyone
else. In 1963 Mr. Archer was nam- An active member of the grams for high school students. date and probably would not
coaches would expand their re- It must be perplexing to
be ex- ed head of the Bayway Refine- sameqaapg Jo Alapos neatiautv A member of the Alpha Phi do so.
cruiting as far down as junior pected to pull off
equipment engineering Engineers, he was chairman of
"I have a favorite, but it is A job on Vogue in New York during that year will go to
superhuman ry's
is waiting for the winner of Paris with Vogue editors coverhigh. This proved to be an ac- feats. How else can
group. While with Humble, larg the Compressor Committee in Alpha Fraternity, Mr. Archer is a
secret favorite," he explainone feel
Vogue's nth Prix de Paris, a ing one of the couture coleccurate prophecy. An all-white but to think he is being
est U. S. refiner and marketer the Fluids Engineering Division married and lives at 755 West ed.
exploitcareer competition open to col- tions.
of oil products, he has won rec- of the A.S.M.E. last year and Seventh Street in Plainfield, Rep.
team in the state basketball ed because of his talent if
Bond said the Humthis
lege seniors, class of '69. The Second-place winner comes
ognition as an authority on tur- currently is serving on the or- New Jersey. He and Mrs. Arch- phrey
tourney play at the Mid-South is the prevailing philosophy.
staff had asked him to
Coliseum was a rarity.
bo-machinery, his
principal ganization's
Turbo-Machinery er have a three-year-old daugh- work for the Vice President. new Prix de Paris s :arts m to Vogue for a six-m onth s'
In total sepia stars are befield, heat transfer and related and Fluids Machinery commit- ter, Carolynn. Before moving "But I turned
the August 1 issue of the maga- junior editorship. And each of
The essence of Hunter's reve- coming more and more
them down," he
sensi- subjects. He was promoted to tees.
to Plainfield about 41
/
2 years added, denying that he had zine which also introduces win- ten honorable-mention winners
lation was that recuiting by tive to the attitude of some
athreceives a $50 U.S. Savings
Negro college coaches showed letic directors and coaches who senior staff engineer by his He is a member of the New ago, they lived in Teaneck, New made a pro-Humphrey speech ners of the 27th Prix.
company in the summer of Jersey Engineers Committee Jersey, where Mr. Archer was ir Dallas.
Inaugurated in 1935, Vogue's Bond and top consideration for
signs of becoming extremely look upon their relationship
with 1967.
for Student Guidance, and has also active in civic and profes- The Georgian, at a press Prix de Paris is an annual -es- jobs on Vogue and other Conde
tough. Hunter managed to per- Negro athletes as one of
recip- Esso Standard Eastern, Inc., frequently taken part in Urban sional organizations.
conference at Pascal Brothers' say competition conducted on Nast Magazines.
petuate the winning tradition at rocity. Says George
McCarthy,
tha nation's college campuses.
TSU which included three con- athletic director of the
enterants'
Univerhotel in Atlanta, took the op- The talent search was designed Full details on
secutive National Association sity of Texas at ElPaso,
qualifications, on requirements
"In
portunity
"refute
to
some to discover young women with
Intercollegiate Athletics Cham- general, the nigger
competition, on deadathlete is a
stories which have appeared Vogue potential — young wom- of the
pions while the Tigers were little hungrier, and we
printed in August
have
in the nation's press about my en with a flair for fashion, lines, are
under the reins of Johnny Mc- been blessed win having some
Vogue, and will be found in
support of the Vice President." writing, decorating,
promo- every issue of Vogue from now
Clendon, but his squads of the real outstanding ones. We think
Bond was not the only per- tion and merchandising.
past few years have left much they've done a lot for us, and
through October. This inforson to give McCarthy the nod.
to be desired which many feel we think we've done a lot for
Other black leaders, ranging First-place winner in the Prix mation may also be obtained
Is the result of the better ebony them."
from New York Borough Presi- de Paris competition receives by writing to the Prix de Paris
Tennessee's "Our Little Miss' lion and ambition through the
ahletes being wooed away by
dent Percy Sutton to entertain- a year's employment w it Director, Vogue, 420 Lexington
When I read the magazine ac- Beauty Pageant is scheduled "Little Miss Educational Scholprestige white schools.
Delegates of the Alpha Beta er Harry Belafonte have come Vogue as a junior editor, and aye, New York, N. Y. 10017.
count and a later newspaper ar- for the State of Tennessee on arship Fund." Little Miss is
This is not the whole story of
ticle in which McCarthy didn't August 9-10, 1968, at the Chisca more than a beauty pateant — chapter of Alpha Pi Chi Soro- out for the liberal Minnesota
the recent decline of the sport deny
the quote I was somewhat Hotel in Memphis. The contest it is "Children Working for rity have returned home after Senator.
at A&I because one might sacpuzzled that a man of his sta- consists of winners from Pre- Children."
having attended the sorority's Sutton was among the nacinctly point to the success of ture could
risk such notoriety. liminary contests in Memphis, The World's "Our Little Miss' National Convention held in tion's black leaders who have
the Tiger football teams and re- Then it
dawned upon me that Nashville, Knoxville, Jackson, pageants are designed to give beautiful Shoreham Hotel in begun to campaign for the
veal the weakness of my major he was
Senate. The borough president
simply being brutally Trenton, Union City, Franklin, recognition to beautiful and Washington, D. C.
premise. However, the purpose frank —
Chattanooga, Elizabethon, Oak talented children. They provide
was Sen. Robert F. Kennedy's
telling it like it is.
Ridge and adjoining counties in a next level of competion cul- The delegates included Sorors consultant on urban affairs.
of this column is not to rehash OLYMPICS QUESTION
MARK
Thelma
Davidson, Minnie Lee
the State of Tennessee.
minating at a fabulous internasome obvious inequalities in the
In his formal endorsement of
TSU athletic budget which hog Harry Edwards, associate The World's "Our Little Miss' tional staging. There is no Allen, Roland Powell and Sel- Sen. McCarthy, Sutton comma
Smith.
Pageant
is
the
world's
first and children's beauty pageant systied and relegated some of its professor of sociology at San
pared McCarthy and Kennedy.
teams to second rate status, Jose State, is probably respon- foremost children's pageant. It tem in the world offering so They were welcomed back
"They were united in revolt
is
an
international
sible
guest
for
for
much
the
to
make
bringing
its
the
preliminaries
Negro
but instead to comment on the
Almost will cost about $100 million, he
—
current five part series of "The athlete's dilemma to the fore- young lady that best epitomises the ultimate in beauty extrava- home and greeted at a party against poverty, racism, and WASHINGTON
Black Athlete — A Shameful front when he organized sepia the beautiful, poised and talent- ganzas. It has opened the door held in the Heywood Room of the Vietnam war, and they 92,000 persons currently receiv- said, while $35 million will be
to a rightful place in the beauty Holiday Inn-Rivermont over- were united in search of a new ing welfare payments will be provided for day-care facilities:
Story," published in a recent stars in track and field to boy- ed children of the world.
looking the Mississippi River direction for America," Sutton trained and placed in jobs dur- The program will be in opera- release of SPORTS ILLUS- cott the 1968 Olympic Games in Outstanding young ladies are pageant world for children.
ing the next 12 months, Secre- ton in every State by next
TRATED written by Jack Olsen. Mexico City this year. It is selected to compete in the in- Children compete in two age with Soror L. Gist as hostess. said.
Hot and cold canapes and as- "Now that the voice of Sen. tary of Labor Willard Wirtz has July 1.
The connection of Hunter's re- doubtful that the Olympics will ternational pageant through groups — three through six,
Under present legislation, unmarks was in a sense a pre- be boycotted, although still un- preliminary and state pateants I and seven through twelve. The sorted drinks were served Kennedy is stilled, I look to announced.
throughout the evening.
Sen.
McCarthy
training
The
under
to
is
fill
staged
his
the
shoes,
employed
in
the
U.S.
and
fathers on public assome
younger
group
certain,
however,
competes
the
idea
in
has
warning of the pitfalls which
Work Ince ntive
Program sistance must be referred to tu
party dress an
sportzwear The delegates told of their to carry his torch."
could engulf Negro athletes who brought about some changes in foreign countries.
(WIN) authorized by the 1967 State WIN program withizit
at the
White Meanwhile, the Rev. Andrew
went head long seeking that pie- the white sports establishment. "The Our Little Miss," found- (no talent required) and the experiences
Young,
amendments to the Social 30 days of the program's in- •"ri
executive
ed
vice-presion
the
premise
that
these
older
group
competes
in
Among
them
include
evenrecent
the
House,
Capitol Hill and ResurIn-the sky life on predominantly
Security
dent
the
Act.
of
young
Southern
Christian
people
are
the
ception. In addition, priority-"
only
hope
ing
gown
and
sportswear,
hiring
of Negro coaches at
and rection City. The convention
white campuses.
Southern California, California for a world united in peace, talent not exceeding three min- was a success. It will be held Leadership Conference and a Effective immediately, 10 will be given to welfare
SUPERHUMANS?
leader. of the Poor People's States and the District of Co- ents presently enrolled in
and the University of Washing- strives to provide them inspire- utes.
next year in Memphis.
campaign, praised Sen. Mc- lumbia will participate in the work-training p r ograms to,The author interviewed some ton.
Attending the gala party were Carhty's position on hunger.
WIN programs. A total of $10 avoid unnecessary gaps and
Sorors Susie Hightower, Maggie •
paper
The
spelled
out Mc- million has been appropriated delays in training.
Newsom, Linnie Johnson, Daisy
Eligible for the WIN program
Carthy's
criticism
of
existing for this phase.
McQuiller, Dorothy Williams,
Nearly 10,000 WIN training are members of households reprograms
detailed
and
the
Foster Johnson, M. Toler and
slots will be available immedi- ceiving Aid to Families with
Senator's own proposals.
Rose Porter.
ately in the 11 jurisdictions. Dependent Children, who are
Rev. Young said McCarthy's They are: Alaska, 200 trainees, over the age of
16 and not in
"moral sensitivity" was "very $275,000; Arizona, 400, $437,970; school full-time.
The exceptions
encouraging"
"those
to
of
us
Colorado, 500, $503,500; District are:
The Ladies Auxiliary of the F. Mason, parliamentarian, Alan J. Gibbs, director of duals are found, the company
who have sought to dramatize of Columbia, 1,200, $397,632; — The sick,
Tennessee State Funeral Di- Memphis;
the incapacitatplans
to
utilize
their
skills
in
Mrs. James Morton, the Birmingham Area Office of
this problem to the Poor Peo- Maryland 1,000, $647,680; Mich- ed, and the elderly.
rectors Association was held state
higher level classifications beorganizer, Colombia; Mrs. the U.
ple's
Campaign."
igan, 2,000, $2,073,721; Ohio, — Those who live too far
S. Equal Employment fore hiring new
at the Hotel Patten in Chatta- N.
employees to
J. Ford, Sr., co-organizer;
Also supporting Sen. Mc- 1,100, $1,184,009; Pennsylvania, away from a
nooga recently, and officers of
WIN center to
Commission,
Opportunity
which
fill
these
vacancies.
Memphis; Mrs. Horace Curry,
Carthy was entertainer Harry 800, $739,180; Tennessee,
the Tennessee chapter for 1968- sergeant-at
1,200, make participation practical.
-arms,
K
i
serves
Alabama
ngsport;
Tennessee,
and
$1,061,346;
Washington, 700, — Full-time students.
69 elected.
Mrs. Della Mae Knott, reporter,
$672,000; and Wisconsin, 860, — Persons whose continuous
The Officers are Mrs. Elias Clarksville; and Mrs. Johnny has announced the signing of
$857,092.
presence in the home is reWilliams, president, Memphis, Franklin, public relations coun- conciliation agreements with
Training costs will absorb quired because of the illness of
Mrs. J. D. Martin, first vice selor, Chattanooga.
the Pace Corporation governing
$9 million of the appropriation. incapacity of another member
president, Nashville; Mrs. ReuPresent at the meeting was personnel practices at the Com,
The remainder will provide of the household.
ben Strickland, second vice pre
Robert Lewis, who had received pany's
day-care facilities for small A person referred to the WIN„,
Memphis
Tennessee
ident, Chattanooga; Mrs. Henry
a full scholarship to the Gups-I
, children whose mothers enter program who refuses to partici-,.,m
Ford, recording secretary, Colton Jones School of Mortuary plant.
the WIN program.
pate without good cause may,.
I
lierville; Mrs. Samuel TramScience from the National Di- Pace Corporation, in a con- 1
The State Employment Ser- have his welfare payments out
mel, Jr., corresponding secrerectors Ladies Auxiliary, of, ciliation conference conducted
vice will disburse-the funds in off, though the family may ,
tary, Chattanooga; Mrs. Robert which
the Tennessee chapter is by Charles Wilson, chief con10
States. Funding in the Dis- continue to receive it. This
Scales, assistant secretary;
an affiliate.
trict of Columbia will be chan- action would be taken only afciliator of the Brimingham
Murfreesboro; Mrs. V. B. Barnelled through the District's ter hearings by an impartial. .
Members are now making Area Office, agreed to underlow, Covington.
Manpower Administration.
body.
plans to attend the National take a review of pay rates of,
Mrs. Frank Bradley, chapMr. Wirtz estimated that an Mr. Wirtz said that large
Convention to be held in Miami, employees in various job classiadditional 82,000 training slots numbers of persons receiving
lain, Chattanooga; Mrs. Arthur Fla., in August.
fications to determine if any
will be made available as public assistance are expected
'wage inequities exist which
WIN programs become effect- to volunteer for work training
should be eliminated to achieve
ive in 37 additional States. and job placement under the
equal employment opportuniWork and training programs WIN program.
ties without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national
origin.

College Seniors Can

Win Jobs On Magazine

'Little Miss' Beauty
Pageant To Be Staged

Alpha Pi Chi

EEOC Signs Agreement
With Pace Corporation

VOTE FOR

EDWARD L. WERTZ
CANDIDATE FOR POSITION - 6

The company also agreed to
develop an inventory of job
skills for all Negro employees.
Where underemployed indivi-
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DEFENDER

So This Is ,Sweden

Revival Service Will Be Conducted

Expect
Working
Accord

A revival service will be held,Paul AME Church at Cincinnati
at the St. James AME Church Ohio.
at 600 N. Fourth st., July 213- Prayer services will begin
August 2, according to the pas- Wednesday, July 24, and contor, Rev. H. L. Starks.
untie nightly at 7:30 p.m.
The guests evangelist during through Friday, July 26.
the revival will be Dr. R. H. The public is invited to bear
Reid, Jr., pastor of the St. the dynamic speaker.

By ERTEL PAYNE
world's record far hungry
, Baptist Missionary Women. In,
UPPSALA, Sweden — I am preachers. Tr ev neatly
wenticidentally, there is a lively
here attending the World Coun- after it — :ne.ucung
a lot of my youth delegation here which is
cil of Churches and there could Maids. I
on found out that demanding and getting attennot be a more perfect setting It was a little too rich
for me; tion.
for this historic convocation. nevertheless, I
thoroughly
en•
The land is lovely. The people joyed
the evening. Supper
are sturdy, uncomplicated and wasn't over with until
10:30
Representatives of the United
cultured—they take everything p. m. and it was
still daylight
Automobile
Workers (UAWin stride with frank forthright- when we came oute.
CIO) and members of the Inness — religion, love, sex, work
Crowds Line Streets
ternational Teamsters' execuand Play. This is the Fourth The
tive
boards—are scheduled to
next
morning
crowds linAssembly in the 20 years of
hold a "work plan" (cooperaed the streets and the
windows
the WCC.
tion) meeting in Chicago this
adjoining houses to watch the
The founding meeting was at
week (Tuesday or Wednesday)
solemn,
colorful
procession
into
Amsterdam, Holland, in 1$48;
relative to a united effort in
the Cathedral. Xing Gustav
the second was at Evanston, arrivt-cl
addressing themselves to proband was escorted into
111. (1954); and the third was at
lems confronting both unions,
the church ahead of the proNew Delhi, India (1961). The
as well as problems—facing '
American
council meets every six or cession. Famed
America.
Evangelist
Billy
Graham,
lookseven years and at least three
ing tanned and handsome en"Not a merger", (as many
years of preparation goes into
tered throuh a side door. He
observers have stated) but a
its making.
was not part of the pageantry
"working paper" is expected
In the interim, the Central
hia
to be facilitated between the
denomination,
Committee composed of 100 because
largest industrial union of the
members who are appointed by Southern Baptist, has not yet
joined the World Council.
AFL-CIO, and the estranged
the Assembly acts as the govTeamsters.
erning body and its meetings It was a thrilling sight to
are held annually. This year, watch — Coptic priests from
Walter P. Reuther, presibetween 750 and 800 delegates Ethiopia, black Africans in
dent of the UAW has refused
from the 232 member churches magnificent robes, Indonesians
to pay dues to the International
of the WCC are at Uppsala. and Filipinos, Russian orthoAFL-CIO, with which the UAW
STORE
ManageMANAGER
—
They include Protestant, Ortho- dox, the Archbishop of Canter"merged" in December of 1956.
ment
trainee
Sammie
Wayne,
dox, Anglican and old Catholic bury in red and white walking
Reuther has (unofficially) pullcommunions. All told they rep- with Archbishop aakavos, one of who served as an assistant ed the UAW out of the AFL-CIO
manager
while
in
four
stores
resent more than 150 million the presidents of the council
completing
a
m a nagement (by not paying dues) because,
Christians of Prostestant de- who wore the black headdress
as he put it: "the parent orand robe of the Eastern ortho- training program, has been Pro- ganization has not kept pace
nominations.
manager
of
moted
an
F.
to
W.
In the spirit of ecumenicity dox Church.
Woolworth store in Gary, Ind. with the changing times."
activated by the late Pope John The American delegation
in• A native ot Macon, Miss., he
XXITI, the Roman Catholic eluded Mrs. Avis Johnson of lives
in Chicago with his wife,
faith has about 50 observers Chicago from the Lutheran the
former Mable H. Harris of
here, and Dr. Eugene Carson Church in America, Dr. and Tougaloo, Miss., and
two
Blake, the executive secretary Mrs. J. H. Jackson of the
daughters, Cynthia, five, and
of WCC, threw out a tantalizing National Baptist Convention; Cheryl, three. A graduate of
hint that some accommodation Bishops Fredwrick D. Jordan, Mary Holmes High School, he
may be reached during this George W. Baber, Ernest Hick- attended Mary Holmes Junior
session of a joint project be- man and Dr. Robert Nance of College at West Point, Miss.,1
tween Catholics and Protestants the AME Church and Bishop and Tongaloo College at Tongaon a Commission for Education William J. Walls of the AME loo, Miss., where he became a
DURHAM, N.C. — The first]
or important social welfare Zion Church. Also, Mrs. Mary member of Kappa Alpha Psi Speech
and Hearing Institute
matters of today. Headquarters R. Smith of 'Detroit from the Fraternity.
for Classroom Teachers was
for the WCC are at Geneva,
held at North Carolina College.
Switzerland.
!Highlights of the program
UPPSALA, the site of the
were
addresses, demonstraconference, is a quiet university
tions, and lecture-discussion by
Stepin Fetchit, comedian and actor, shows phototown of 90,000 population, so
a consultant, representatives of
clean that you could almost run
graphs of his Hollywood days. Fetchit has prohearing services, public school
a white gloved finger along
tested the portrayal of his place in Negro history
speech clinician, and an adthe sidewalks and gutters and
dress by Mrs. Pearle Ramos,
by CBS in its television series.
scarcely pick up any dirt.
supervisor of speech and hearBy
HARRY
GOLDEN
things
aboat
nicest
One of the
ing, State Department of Pubvisiting here is the casual acThe 9upreme Court has just ruled that a state may "lend" lic Instruction.
ceptance by the people. Wheretextbooks to parochial schools. The state in question was i
as in most other countries, esat $15 mil- i The institute was directed
pecially in Asia. American Ne- New York which had a lending program subsidized
question 1 by Mrs. M.B. Lucas, coordinathe
raises
again
dollars
decision
a
year.
lion
The
groes are curios to draw crowds:
consider tor of the speech pathology and
with
what
we
ruling
of
reconsile
how
this
can
we
on the other hand, the Swedes
traditional separation between church and state. It is be. audiology training program at
give you only a passing glanced the
we keep raising this question that we never find an- North Carolina College. Marcause
Color is absolutely no problem
cus H. Boulware, Ph. D., coswers.
to them. Sweden is a monarchy,
ordinator of training program
but King iiustavus Aldophus is
There has never been any clear separation between church in speech pathology and auditreated with the affection of a and state in America, just a myth that says there is. It is , ology at Tennessee A&T State
commoner — no pomp and true that in the days when religion was a potent force, the University, was consultant.
circumstance.
churchmen old the politicians they could run the governInstitute sponsor was the
Martin Luther King Jr., is ment if they'd keep their greedy hands away
department of education, of
revered here, as much for his from church prerogatives.
which Dr. F. G. Shipman is
anti-Vietnam stand as or his
As often as churchmen can encroach on
chairman. At a general ascivil rights accomplishments. political prerogatives they will do so. The sep
sembly
Professor
There i a square named hr oration between church and state always deBoulware
talked on "God and Language
him. Slicrtiy after we landed pends upcas the definition of the church which
Made Man a Little Lower than
in Stockholm, one of the first Is in the majority.
the Angels."
questions asked by our Swedish
When I came South almost 30 years ago
guide was if Martin Luther I could not go to a movie on Sunday. The
King Sr., was coming to the Protestant churches of the South insisted SunSOU'ERN,
would day was God's day and reverence for His pres
it
because
Council
give the people an opportunity ence had to be absolute. If a man opened his
OOLDEN
to show their affection for his moive theatre on Sunday, the ministers had no
son. He was to have been the second thoughts about the traditional separation of church
opening preacher for the WCC. and state; no siree, they called out the cops, they invoked
Back to the Council, there police protection. These same ministers often squeal like
The Church of God in Christ
was a fascinating and faoulcus stuck pigs when they remember that police power is conferred Tennessee's Second Jurisdictior
evening at the old castle where upon Catholic school children in the form of bus transporta- State Convocation will be heiu
a Vikin,; buffet supper was tion.
in Memphis at the Pentecostal
laid out, just as it would have
Temple Church of God in Christ
James
Cannon,
Jr.,
a
pal
who
went
through
some troubled at 229 S. Danny Thomas blvd.,
been in days of yore. The hod
CLOROX
IFREC MONTESI
was spre:c1 on boards and tha years with me, was the Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal August 6-11. Delegates will
He
was
also
South.
Church
the
most
successful
Prohibitionist
head
boar's
menu ineluded
come from throughout the state
several kinds of sausages and who ever lived. He put the Eighteenth Amendment over and for the meeting.
cheeses, .1 variety of herring he put it over in the name of Methodist and Baptists who
Highlights of the meeting will
2 Lim t
which is 3 national diah, rosy wanted to call a murraine on the wicked people of the cities
be special classes each evening
pink shr imps fresh from th. who guzzled gin.
lb
water and piled high in wooden
I am not complaining that the Methodists and Baptists from 6 to 8, Women's Day
tienchers all sorts of Swedist had their way with us, for they did; nor am I insisting that and Youth Day.
maimmomiwoommonsomi
On Sunday, August 11, J. 0.
breads, pickled beets and cu- the Catholics who have registered their children in parochial
HEINZ
cumbers. omelettes and fruits schools would not have their way with us, for they would if Patterson, presideing bishop
ARGO
of all kinds.
they could. And indeed, I do not doubt that they will. The of Tennessee Second JurisdicIf you could take it, there Roman Catholic minority is still the largest Christian denom- tion, will deliver the official
was plenty of mead, a snecial ination in America. While the different Protestant denomina- messige.
kind of beer to wash the meal tions enjoy a plurality, they have a majority only if they count
2 Limit
Memorial services will be con
down. The meal was by c indle- in the Seven Day Adventists, Jehovah's Witnesses and the
ducted,
report
of
the
Education26oz
light, and I'll be that was the Church of God.
al Committee, appointments
Sooner or later, the Catholics will vote for this aid tc and ordination of elders will be
MINUTE MAID
LAND 0' LAKES
parochial schools and legislators will heed their wishes just made by the presiding bishop.
as drunkenstate senators used to hiccup yes to the ProhibiThe public is invited to attion ordinances Bishop Cannon pushed through.
tend.

Smooth
Southern
Bourbon

Speech And
Hearing
Class Held

easy on
your wallet,
too

ONLY IN AMERICA

Church And State

OLD MR. BOSTON MR. KENTUCKY BOURBON
86 and 100 Proof, now a full 6 years old
MR. BOSTON DISTILLER INC., BOSTON, MASS.

2

1

.
, .\RGE- S1 F-COD SlORES

.EATi-5014 POPLAR (At Mendefinali)
-

1 St. Paul Baptist
Plans Youth Day

BELLE

SMOKED HAMS

BUTT PORTION

Jic lb.

SHANK PORTION

43' lb.

BLEACH

FRED mONTES1

rc

Country Style

PORK SAUSAGE

VEG. OLEO

2ga'

28'

qtrs.

1

KETCHUP

CHICKEN 0 SEA

2°t'25

light meat
chunk

PEAS

61 7 - 29c

35' 1 11oz cans 25c

Classified
Section

BUTTER

LEMONADE
3 Limit

SURE CURE FOR

10C

93score
lb.

MECHANICS
OAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position
r1rpup life and Hospital benefits
Local truck leasing
Pad vacation.
company has opening for mechanic' ,
in
employment
who want steady
large, roomy, shop. Good working
942lit
DsWit
Glenn
eonditions. Call
4657. Carl Carson Leasing Corn.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

HAMBURGER OR
HAMBURGER PATTIES

75C

i
DODGEdeper
(

HUmK0

3 lb. pkg.

24oz

33c

DELSEY
TOILET TISSUE

TOILET TISSUE

GARAGE GALE
Thursday - Friday - Saturday
dresses and ants.
Clothes.
uses 5 thru 14. Ilee's Sults, 42 thru
L.oung•
44, mows pants, use $3.
Chairs. Drapes, Illooellansous items.
8S8.2023 — 1385-2225 — 582-5160
4206 Longleaf Drive

ROY BROOKS
323-4947

MID-TOWN REALTY CO.
452-3146

3409 Park Ave.

WITH COUPON

MBE CHARGER
FULLY FACTORY EQUIPPED INCLUDING
WHITE WALL TRES 223 CU. INCH ENGINE
RADIO HEATER AND WHEEL COVERS

ARA
an
'63 Impala sone , light blue,
power, air, new tires. new Niel' winowed.
dew. Pries wed
272-1348 — $24-11564
'
,
Morrie Laskin
1550 Parkway Apt. 809
Me13411011. Tenn.

4

2 Limit

High School Grad. Draft Free,
Day Hours
Career Job.
DELTA EMPLOYMENT
525-0111
44 N. 2nd

912 FAXON

or more per lb:

VEG. OIL

HELP WANTED MALE
FAST TYPIST
SALARY $451

Garage
3 'who= Frame Horne.
fenced yard. Near School. Sus. and
ShuT091r18.

••

(per lb. 53CI
•'

FOR SALF.:
New and Used Furniture & Appliance.
We carry notes on used merchandise.
Call: Chemise Furniture & Appliance
52T-11133

SOMES FOS SALE

TUNA

CHUCK HUTTON CO.
41 YEAIS OM Mit

WOUSN AIR.

NOTES
$85211
INCLUoielf
TAX

273.2143

FRED mONTESI

LIOUID
DETERGENT g .
2 limit

4 ROLL PIG
With coupon and $5.00 additional ;:urcleose, secluding
1 value of coupon misrcharidls• (fresh milk products and
g. tobacco also excluded in centplinne• with sior• low).
I 'Coupon •spit•t Midnif• saturday Jun•:Ito 1968 ONE
Coupon pet family per week.
1--

I

c

KLEENEX

FACIAL
TISSUE

reg. 38C

280 ct

9
6
8
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First Black Advertising Agency
Is Winning Some Major Accounts

CHICAGO — Twelve years
ago Vince Cullers opened the
first black advertising agency
in America.
Today Vince Cullers shows
promise of developing into a
key go-between for the nation's
business community and it s
$28-billion black consumer market
"It's taken awhile for many
IN MISSISSIPPI — Airman
people to realize that 'selling
William A. Nesbitt, former
black' requires 'thinking black,'
ward of Mr. and Mrs. James
"the 44-year old agency chief
Johnson of 184 Horn Lake Cove,
said. "That's what we're here
has completed basic training at
for."
Lackland AFB, Tex., and is no
He sees his organization's
taking specialized schooling at
prime role as one of lending
Keesler AFB, Miss., for schoolexpertise in helping develop
ing as an administrative special
what he calls "more viable
ist. A 1964 graduate of Mitchell
linkages" in t h e black comHigh School, he attended Tenmunity.
nessee A & I University.
"As black people," the advertising man said, "we all are in
the same bag, whether in business or on public aid. We a 11 VINC E CULLERS, left,
arettes and other tobacco
have to be activists and educa- head of Vince Cullers Adproducts. Arthur E. Toft,
vertising, Inc., of Chicago,
tors.
right is Lorillard's director
"Everyone benefits from the examines potential art work
of advertising. Culler's rum
philosophy of enlightened self- for his newest client, Lori].
founded in 1956, was the nainterest," Cullers said at his lar d Corporation, which
tion's first black advertising
office here. "I think major cor- makes Kent and True Cigagency.
porations are beginning to understand that a more realistic zation. His local business al- free-lance
art and advertising
sharing of this country's re- ready included such varied in-,
and then dicided to open his
sources helps create more mar- terests as insurance, food andi own shop.
USHER HONOR FOUR —
held in the Hotel Claridge,
ton, Mrs. Hattie Llggins,
on photo, was Rev. 0. C.
kets, thus creating the need: industrial companies.
Five
persons were presented and making the presentaself-employed
The
Clayborne Taylor, R. D.
newly
exCollins, pastor of Progresfor more products."
Certificates of Award durtions was Charlie Walton,
Dodson and Frank Kilpatsive Baptist Church. (WithCullers' newest client is Loril- Vince Cullers is a native of ecutive and his wife, Marian,
ing
the
annual
banquet of
president of the organizarick. Also honored, but not
ers Photo)
lard Corporation. The firm has Chicago. He attended the Chi- who still serves as his business
the City Ushers Association
tion. From left are Mr. Walassigned total responsibility for cago Art Institute and took manager, hung up their shingle
— —
creation and placement of all business courses at the Uni- at 431 South Dearborn Street in
versity
Chicago.
of
His
1956.
"appren
Three
years
they
ago
movLorillard cigarette and cigar
advertising for black media ticeship" was served in one of ed to their present location at
the city's largest advertising 520 North Michigan Avenue.
with the Cullers agency.
Other recent major clients ac- art organizations' Kling Stu- They have two children, Vin- IN COLORADO — Airman Wil- EDITOR'S NOTE: Veterans Q. — I have kept my Nationcent Terry Cullers Jr., 20, a lie E. Miller son of Mr. and and their families are asking al Service Life
quired by Cullers Advertising dios.
Insurance policy
where the national Afro-Sheen In 1953 Cullers joined thei senior majoring in political Mrs. Johnnie E. Miller of 1090 thousands of questions concern- in force as a term plan since
account of Johnson Products Johnson Publishing Companyl science at the University of E. Trigg ave., has completed ing the benefits their Govern- World War 11. The premiums
Company and t h e Mahalia as promotional art director of Illinois, and Jeffery. 10, at basic training at Lackland AFB ment provides for them through are beginning to get much lar- NEW YORK — (UPI) — Far United States.
Jackson franchised food organi- Ebony magazine. He next triedI home.
Tex., and is now at Lowry AFB, the Veterans Administration. ger at the time of renewal and fewer American college men
Its most striking finding was
— Colo., for schooling as a muni. Below are some representative the premium on a permanent patronize
p r ostitutes today
lions specialist. A 1968 graduate queries. Additional information plan at my age is more than than did 20 years ago and the that the American coed is
of Hamilton High School, his may be obtained at any VA of- I can afford. Can the Veterans reason is implicit in a new much more sophisticated sexually — and more promiscous
wife is the former Rita .1. DonAdministration help me keep sex study — a 60 per cent in
— than girls of her mother's
Q — I am rated 80 per cent my insurance?
aid of Memphis.
sexual activity among college generation.
disabled from a service-conA. — The new Modified Life girls.
nected disability. Since I am
•
Plan was created for this
•
The survey of sex on the The study, published in the
'unable to work because of this
current issue of SicCall's magspecific reason for those who American campus
today com- azine, said that there has
I disability, am I not entitled to
have not passed age 60. This ofa 100 per cent disability rating? fers
full protection until age pared with that reported by been "no radical sexual revoThe 48th Annual Convention,the sessions.
— If your service-connected 65 at
a fixed premium with pro- Kinsey in the pre-1948 period lution among college men in
Edward L. Wertz, 62. is a
if the country's leading Negro'
disability causes you to be untection
being reduced to 50 per was organized by Author Vance the past 20 years" except for
ausiness group opened in Louis- The keynote address was candidate or Position Six of
employable you may be entitlcent
on
Packard and a University of a marked decline in experience
the 65th birthday.
the
Shelby
County Democratil
:Hie, Ky. last Monday on a delivered on Tuesday morning
ed to a 100 per cent disability
Connecticut group under the with prostitutes.
iote of responsibility to the by George S. Harris, president Executive Committee.
rating from the Veterans Ad- The premium is lower than
direction of psychologist Dr.
public and bright prospects of Chicago Metropolitan Mu- The election will appear on
ministration. Contract the VA that for ordinary life insurance.
Eleanore Braun Luckey. It
ahead. The National Insurance tual Assurance Company and the Democratic Primary ballot
regional office where your recCheck with the VA regional was based on responses
to
kssociation will also formally NIA president. The convention,on August 1, and is a countyords are on file for information
office maintaining your records questionnaires sent to 2,100
iisclose a management develop- banquet will be addressed by wide election.
as to the evidence needed to
or write to the VA insurance of- junior and senior college stunent project funded by the Walter Washington, mayor of Mr.
support your claim.
Wertz
fice to which you send your dents at 21 schools in the
lives
at
1202
DogWashington, D. C.
Federal government.
—I
Q.
am
widow
the
of
a
wood drive, is the father of
premiums for detailed inforWorld War II veteran currentmation and assistance.
Four days of meeting will be Other major speeches will be three daughters and one son,
ly receiving a widow's pension
ievoted to the theme "Corn- delivered by John H. Johnson, all married.
from the Veterans Adminis3any Image and Public Re- board chairman of Supreme He served in the Army
tration. How may I be considoveriponsibility," according to J. E. Life Insurance Company and seas during the first World War.
ered for an aid and attendance
Aankins, program chairman publisher of Ebony Magazine; He has owned his home for
allowance now provided for
13
Cutini,
vice president of years.
and president of the host Gary
widows?
:•ompany, Mammoth Life of,Life Insurance Company of "Having a labor
A. — You should have your'
background,
Georgia; Norman 0. Houston, 18 years of which
Kentucky.
was as Inter- AT CILINUTE AFB, Ill., for private physician submit a
board chairman. Golden State national
R e p resentative, I specialized schooling as a met- statement to the VA giving a
The sessions will stress man- Mutual Life, and William A.
therefore have a natural inter- als repairing specialist is Air- complete account of your physiagement's obligation to achieve Clement, CLU, vice president.lest in governmental,
civic and man John A. Fryson, son of cal condition at present.
the political affairs of our com- Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fryson of If you are a patient in a nursprofitability through excellence,,North Carolina Mutual Life.
munity," he said.
287 George rd., Memphis. A ing home you can qualify unand its obligation to meet soExhibits by suppliers to the,
1968 graduate of Geeter High der the law without a medical
AT YOUR CI UGGIST
cially desireable needs, he said,
1 School, he completed basic I statement. A statement from
trade and consumer market,,
!training at I.ackland AFB, Tex. the nursing home showing that
Over 300 executives and and a program of family enter-1
you are a patient will usually
sales leaders representing 46 tainment will complete the
be sufficient.
Generally, widows are elit.t.ompanies are taking part in convention activities.
gible for an extra $50 a month
aid and attendance allowance
TERMITES- ROACHES
rin addition to their pension if
WATER BUGS-RATS
they are unable to care for
Licensed and Bonded
themselves.
A new postal branch opened
CALL US BEFORE YOU
last'
South
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
at 4449 Highway 61
A)1EMBRSD
Annual Men's Day was ob- Annual Youth Day will be obMonday, July 22, Acting PostSUITS •(MATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
.erved last Sunday, July 21, at served at the St. Paul Baptist
"WE
KILL
LIVE"
TO
master Lydel Sims reported.
the C a r t er's Temple CME Church on Sunday. July 28, and
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMINTS.
CALL
The W e st wood Contract
Church in Blytheville, Ark., and the public is invited.
Branch, located in the WestMONEY LOANED
the theme was "Men Facing
wood Drug Company, is open
The guest speaker for the 11
Today's Issues."
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
a.m, service will be Rev. Eddie
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Monday through Friday. The EL SEGUNDO. Calif. — A
Leo D. Jeffers was chairman Albert Brown, associate minis176 & 178 SEAL STREET JA 6-5300
PH. FA 7-6033..
new postal branch will sell satellite that will try to imitate
if the observance. Rev. C. W. ter of St. Stephen Bap t i s t
balanc-moon's
and
orders,
m
money
the
a
n-in-the
and
stamps
Ward is pastor.
Church.
E. L. WERTZ
will provide insurance, registry,. ing act by keeping its "fve"
the
and other special postal service always turned toward
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND
for first class and parcel post earth is scheduled to be launchDIRECTORY
ed today by the National Aeromail.
The Tri State Defender Goes On Sale Each Thursday At The Following
locations:
AdministraThe new postal branch is the nautics and Space
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
KAUFFMAN DRIVE-IN
i twenty-sixth such postal facili- tion.
387 Leath
2445 Chelsea
The Applications Technology
GROCERY
ty in Memphis.
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
Satellite
(ATS-D),
fourth
in
SILVER STAR
the
1297
Lauderdale
and
stations
ct
r
ont
a
I "C
862 Wellington'
DRIVE.IN GROCERY
KLONDYKE FOOD
!branches are established to pro- a series Hughes Aircraft Com527-8150
1 78 W. Mitchell Rd.
Appliance Spec:alisfs Serving
CENTER
vide greater postal convenience pany has built for NASA's GodBUNGALOW SUNDRY
SUBURBAN DRUG
1287 Vollentine
Memphis For Over 22 Years
for business and residential cus- dard Space Flight Center, will •
1092 Chelsea
752 E. McLemore
276-9509
duplicate
attempt
the
to
moon's
tomers in areas a substantial
948.4576
Fresh Meats & Veg.
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
FAMILY SIZE
Pres. & Del. Service.
distance from our larger classi- feat by extending pencil-thin
2547 Broad Avenue
metal
booms
both
from
KLONDYKE
sides of
SUNDRY
fied postal units," Mr. Sims
REFRIG.-FREEZER COMB.
BELL'S SUNDRY
SUAREZ
PHARMACY
1293
Vollentine
the spacecraft to form a giant
943 Lauderdale
said.
1046 Thomas
272-3112
"X" in the sky stretching nearly
526-9940
525-8811 — 526.9727
Free Delivery
• Freezer Holds
the length of a football field.
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
Prescriptions & Drugs

The Veteran's Corner

Co-ed Sexual Activity
On Rise, Says Survey

'Edward Wertz
NIA
A Candidate
For Committee

Mammoth Hosting
Meet In Louisville

Show Your
Black Pride!

GRAY AIR
MAKES YOU

LOOK
OLDER THAN YOU ARE

1004701/16ER
oet-•

MICK LACK

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50

PEST

New Postal Branch
Is Now Operating
On Highway,61

Men's Day Observed St. Paul Baptist
At Blytheville
Plans. Youth Day

OFFICE
EPST162.164.166
EIN LOAN
NEALE ST.

EXTERMINATING CO:

[ New Satellite
Launch Is
Set Today

THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE

O.Z. EVERS

FRIGIDAIRE SPECIALS
NO MONEY DOWN
NO PAYMENT 'TIL OCTOBER

21

106 Lbs. Frozen Food

2-DOOR
Model FD123IN

88

Ask About Free 5-Year Warranty!
FRIGIDAIRE

FRIGIDAIRE WASHER

5 YEAR PROTECTION PLAN
• Soaks out dirt and
stains automatically'
• Patented Dikeo Action Ag;lafor
cleans deep!
• Jet-simole mechanism!
• Jet-Away let removal
•.1.1 Spin leaves
wash extra lisyktt

95

12,000 BTU
AIR CONDITIONER

5199"

Model WAN
with trade.

ALL 4 STORES OPEN DAILY

Order tr Phone
Immediat• Dr•Ivery

EAST

ACE
WHITEHAVEN

3431 SUMMER

4225 Hwy. fl South

Phone 324-4406

Phone 396-0995

P M.

PUANCE Co.

L IL GATLIN

FRAYSER
VIII Thernak

111P4.

Phone 358-4585

R G K1NKLE

LAMAR
2574 Lamar
Phone 524-61 16

Civic League
To Hold Meet

1

The Hyde Park-Hollywood
Civic League will hold its month
ly meeting in the League's
building on Hunter on Thursday
night, July 25. Important business will be transacted and all
members are asked to be present.
C. B. Myers is president, Mrs.
'Lillie Mae Bland secretary. and
Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans publicity
chairman

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

8

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

wur41

Foils OW( vu'

Ott ertiilitettlet
itavtri

dessonmesweimemes•msomium•
I)
a
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

.
:
CAR
WASH $ 25E
.
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
•
•
Effective November 29 1965

O
II

•
•

a
1111

:

Set si, Soo. 11 25
sal op.. a am te fi Pa
sea Open 11 AM to 2 P M

Monday
thru
Friday

IIII

a
ii

j: SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH i
l•
•
3100 Summer at Baltic
Ilbommuswaws•summ••••••••le

9 a.m.. 12 Poo.
COLLEGE ST- SUNDRY
11.40 College
•
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 Vance
EWING ESSO :SERVICE
STAT ION
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3)99 Ford Rood
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
11 01 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avetaue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. McLsonyore
J. B. SUNDRY
615 Vance Avenue

JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1 560 S. Parkway E.
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Pork AV1/1111/0
452-3101
Speedy Defivarey
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GRO.
2268 Pork Ave.
BELLE VUE 7/11 DRIVE INN GPO.
1804 S. B•Ilisviiip
J&J SUNDRY
2119 Chelsea Ave.
PEARSON GPO.
3540 Weever Rd.

L & H SUNDRY
142 Si Iveroge

McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town Newspapers
ION. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG #2
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 5, Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1918 Lauderdale
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
948-4531 ,

STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
276.2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
301 3 Johnson Avenue
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLemor•
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Avenue
526-9920
LENOW SUNDRY
2086 Chelsia
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY
918 S. Wellington
PRESCOTT DRUGS
S. Bellevue &Gill
LITTLE LITE SUNDRY
1649 Latham
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell

DAVID RUFFIN EXITS

ffin

Members of Actors of America stirred the city of Kansas
City, Kan. with an electrifying
performance of James Baldwin's The Amen Corner" with
several repeat perfor in nces
over the weekend.
Lawrence C. Wilson, sponsor
of the event was exceptionally
well-pleased because of the reception and the professional
communication of the Chicago
base company. Wilson useds
the cultural event to raise
funds for the establishment of
a new organization to ben
known as the Business-Labor
Advisory Council for Minority
Employees.

•
*
•

D MONI3TRATES — A new lightweight wireless micro.
phone-recelter will be used by NBC News television floor
reporters for the first time during the 1968 Republican
and Democratic national conventions. Here NBC News
correspondent Ldwain Nee man, who will be one of them,
demonstrates. In addition to their compactness and improved performance qualities, the new units will provide
NB(' News with six two-way communications channels for
great mobility In co ve ring news developments in and
a. ound the convention halls. Republicans meet In
Miami
Beach, Aug. 5; Democrats convene in Chicago
Aug. 26.

11.4

A new play by Chicagoan Ron

Pianist Leon Kirkpatrick, member of the R. Nathaniel Dett
Music Club will be a featured
artist with Huel Gwin Brooks,
soprano, on Artist Night at
gro Musicians Convention scheduled for August to through 16
at the University of Chicago
Center for Continuing Education.

L. Fair entitled "The Em- Playhouse this evening at 8:15
peror's Parade or Our Boyu p.m., 1100 N. Laramie ave. in
Dick (A Farce!)" will receive Wilmette.
Barnard Hughes, Michaele
its world premiere at the
Baird Hall Theater, 615 W. Myers and Helen Stenborg
Wellington ave. produced and will play thek key roles of
performed by the Chicago Tobias, Claire and Agnes in a
City Players. Friday, July 26 production under the direction
at 8:30 p.m. and will be per- of Eugene O'Sullivan. Jill
formed six weekends through Kraft. Beverly - Younger and
Mike Nussbaum complete the
September 1.
cast. Jason Phillips designed
June Pyskacek, associate di- the set, the living room of a
rector of the Chicago City "well-appointed" su bur ban
Players, will direct the play. home.
Previously she has directed
"The Death and Life of Sneaky
Fitch' and three New Ameni
can Plays for the Chicago City
Players in their 1967-88 season
at hhe Baird Hall Theatre.
"Emperor's Parade" has as
its chief subject, the Chicago
political scene. The cast of
characters includes a mayor.
city cabinet members, alderman, reporters from leading
newspapers, and a variety of
community leaders.

The playwright, served in the
Navy and worked as a court reporter for several years. His
two published novels are, "Hog
Butcher" and "Many Thousand
Gone". His plays include "Sails
and Sinkers," which was performed by the Chicago City
Players Touring Theatre last
4eason, "The Poet," "The
Brothers," a short play for
children and most recently he
completed "The Sewer."

Members of the cast include
Jack Wallace and Peter Coleman, as principal characters.

per was David; Bernard Sheppard played the role of Luke;
Sister Douglass was performed
by Jean Whitmore. Organist
and musical arranger was Leroy Duley. Jerry Jones is producer and director with Raymond Louis as Assistant to
the director and stage manager.
Director Jones who established Actors of America is
making preparations for a
flight to Toronto, Canada,
Morehouse College in Atlanta
and Shaw Univ. in
North
Carolina where arrangements
for performances of the playwright's who plays, "Amen
Corner" and Blues For Mr.
Charlie" are in progress.
He is also being tapped for a
principal role in the forthcoming movie based on the life of
Malcom X written by Baldwin,
now in preparation by an
independent movie, company
and will be released through
Columbia Pictures.

Theatre Wing

It is understood that IMC
will help guide Dave Ruffin's
new career and develop an
act along the lines that the
artist has charted for himself.
He will continue to record for
Motown.

tations should or s ould not be,
No
changes
are
contemplated
doing in the devt.opment of in The Temptations
heavy
thewir careers •
heavy schedule and important
"However," Abner concludes,'
the other four artists could commitments. Always very
see things Dave's way so they high on the popularity charts
exercised the right he had giv- of recording artists, The Tempen .them to make the decision tations (Gordy label) will appear at the Westbury Music
to
put
him
on
his
own
because
he could no longer perform Fair in New York July 15-21
and then go into several weeks
with them."
of recording sessions, according to Abner. This will be followed by a series of one nighters and two weeks of videotaping an NBC-TV special
starring Diana Ross and The
Supremes which will be aired
on Dec. 9th.

Temptations Score Hit
With New Singer In Unit
DETROIT. MICH.,
An
unprecendented standing ovation last week greeted The
Temptations; Motown's fantasiie quintet, at the Valley Forge
)(tisk Fair, near Philadelphia,

rith a new singer in the group
for the first time.

David Ruffin, formerly with
rhe Temptations, has withawn in order to "do his own
thing' which could not possibly
be accomplished while a member of what many experts believe to be the finest male vocal group in the world.

The stars of The Temptations
.... Otis Williams, Eddie KendrIeks, Paul Williams and
Melvin Franklin — have ad
ded newcommer, Dennis Edwards, to round out the quin
tet.
Ito was revealed by Ewart
Abner, head of International
'Management Company, the personal management facet of
Berry Gordy Jr.'s Detroit
based recording complex that
the tendency on Dave Ruffin's
part to act on an individual
basis had manifested itself
several times in the past.
•
"As a matter of fact,- Abner_
said, "it really boils down to a
question of philosophy. As a
i
member
of a group such as
Temptations, each of the
men has to subordinate his own
individual desires and actions
eo that the group, as a collective entity, can be developed
tp Its maximum potential.
Dave, whom we consider a
peas artist, was nonetheless
unable to subscribe to this team
Sort"
Abner pointed out that IMC's
managers tried to resolve what
tvas an obv ious divergence of
philosophy of what The Temp.
_

Cast for the production included Veloy Stinson in the
principal role of Sister Margaret; Barbara Ellison apvpears as Sister Moore; Odessa,
sister of Margaret was played
by Jimidee Smith; Sister boxer was Candy Hill; Paul Turner served as Brother Boxer;
Judith Williams appeared as
Sister Jackson; Georgory Har-

WDIA's NIGHTHAWK

Chris 'Nighthawk' Turner
Monday thru Saturdays
9:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.
PLUS
Young America SpetiA
Sundays 5:30 P.M.
He's All Soul on WIDL,,A

Edward Albee's "A Delicate
Balance," the most recent play
to be awarded the Pulitzer
Prize, begins a three week
engagement at the Academy

SET

TRI STATE DEFENDER

SOUL
SAT. JULY 27th

Smokey Robinson and the Miracles on Ed Sullivan
show sunday, July 28
Motown's Smokey•Robinson And the Miracles will
be seen for the scond time this year on the Ed Sullivan Show over the CBS Television Network on Sunday, July 28th. During the summer, several of the
best programs of the previous season are selected to

PEOPLE
DYING
IN
BIAFRA

be re-run. This program is a repeat showing of the
Sullivan Show of March 31.
Aso starring on the show are Charleton Heston,
• Frankie Laine, comedians Wayne and Shuster, Myron
Cohen, dancer Peter Gennaro, The Young Americans
and the Baran'ton Sisters.

•

Ind
7100 P.M to I2:004.IL

lin i.e.
11A-Al.
irrti; to P.M.

Al P•rkinit
3:00 P.M. to 7.00 P.M.

SUPER SOUL "DYS"

WITH MEMPHIS

MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC

NIGHTand DAY

wviery F. Davis
9.00 A.M. to 7.00 P.M.

An Orpheum Production, album royalties
are donated to the Mayor of N e w York's
Commission on Youth and Physical Fitness.

Mery Griffis, New YoreMayor lobe Lindsay, and workers from the Mayor's "Give
A Damn" campaign look out at the thousands of Harlem residents wbo packed
igth St. to watch the show being taped
for future airing.

1340

HARLEM CHILDREN'S CHORUS —
handsome group of youngsters have record
ed a wonderful, musical album called: "The
Harlem Children Chorus Do Their Thing!

GRIFFIN VISITS HARLEM — The popular "Mery Griffin Show" visited Harlem
I. tape me of its syndicated shows this
month. Here, a member of the Joe Tea
band gets the special Harkin edition In
the show on te a "soul-ful" start as

THE AFTERMATHS OF riots or "civil disturbances as many prefer calling what happened after the
assassination of DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, seems
to have really "shook up" some whites. As a result,
many are trying very hard to right some of the
wrongs that have been done to the Negro. The disturbances did more to "wake up" America to the division that has been constantly growing between the
races than all of the marches, sit-ins and even prayins.
WHEN THE PRESIDENT'S Commission on Civil
Disturbances issued its report, there were many Negroes who shrugged their shoulders and said it was
just another report and nothing would come of it. But
that is not so. Because of the study which has since
been called the "KERNER REPORT," all of the networks are making an effort to enlighten the viewing
public by presenting shows for, by and about the black
man.
•
*
•
THE NOTICE ARRIVED at my desk only a few
moments ago, telling of the special MERV GRIFFIN
SHOW which was taped in Harlem on July 9. The
show, produced by the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
Is syndicated and presented on different dates and
hours in most of our major cities. If it has not been
aired in your city, check your local TV station. The
special was to be presented here in Pittsburgh on
KDKA-TV. July 23, at the show's regular time period,
4:30 to 6 p.m.
APPROXIMATELY 20,000 Harleniites jammed
the section between 115th St. and Lenox Avenue where
the taping was held. Among the performers were:
singers JAMES BROWN, JOE TEX, GLADYS
KNIGHT and the PIPS, SPANKY and OUR GANG,
ventriloquist WILLIE TYLER and LESTER and former Heavyweight champion MUHAMMAD ALL and
MAYOR JOHN LINDSAY of New York. The ex-champ
tells Mery how he feels about fighting JOE FRAZIER
and gives his version of a blow-to-blow Frazier-Mt
fight. An Afro Style Show is also presented on the
show.
•
•
•
HERE IN PITTSBURGH, several members of the
radio, television and working press, got together and
formed an organization, dedicated to the proposition of
doing something to eradicate racism in the city. The
group was called CAR (Committee Against Racism)
for a time, but after it grew so large, a better, more
suitable name was secured ... CURE which means
Communicators Urging Racial Equality. MERLE
POLLIS, host of "COMMENT," a telephone-talk show
on WJAS Radio, an NBC affiliate, is president of
CURE, which is interracial and composed of bot
men and women.
FOR THEIR FIRST project, CURE aided by the
Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce (JAYCEES) held
an Open Forum last Tuesday night entitled "Cl
GOVERNMENT AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY."
black and white panel addressed the predominan
white audience and later heated questions were hurle
at the panelists. Another Open Forum is set for Ju14,
30 at the same place. It will deal with "EDUCATIO
AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY." Time, 7:30 p.m.
THIS IS ONE positive way in which the commurit.
cations media can do something to educate and enligha
ten the public on racism which is going on all °ye"
the country. Here's hoping a similar group Can get
together in other cities to help CURE the terrible
disease of racism which is literally "killing" so mans
Innocent people.
By PETER LYNCH
LONDON — (UPI) — In
steamy Biafra, where the climate in the current rainy season is like a tepid Turkish
bath, fat vultures wait greedily for people to die.
They are the amaciated refugees from the horror of the
one-year-old Nigerian civil war,
deadliest conflict in modern
African history.
Thousands of them are barely living skeletons. Thousands
more are already buried in the
soft red earth of what only a
year ago was one of the richest food-producing areas in Africa.
Sticks jammed in the soft
earth to mark their graves are
soon washed out by torrential
tropical rains. Overhead the
vultures wheel, or set in rooftops—waiting.
Missionaries, Red Cross and
other world relief agency officials have warned that the
death toll- from famine and
the diseases which inevitably
follow in its wake, could reach
two million.
The United States offered
$1.3 million worth of food to
relieve the situation in Biafra:
The 5,000 •tons of food would
consist of 3,000 tons of high
protein food product blend, 1,500 tons of dried milk and 500
tons of vegetable oil. But to
get to Biafra it must go
through Nigeria — and there's
the rub.
While the refugees await
death, the two young Britishtrained army officers who hold
the destiny of Africa's most
populous nation of 56 million
persons in their hands are engaged in a bitter battle.
Maj. Gen. Yakuhu Gow on,
33-year-old head of the Nigerian federal government, insists
that emergency food relief
supplies to secessionist Biafra
must be channelled through
Nigeria.
Lt. Col. Odumegwo Ojukwu,
34, who led the former eastern
region into secession on May
30, 1967, and declared it an
independent republic, refused
to have aid channelled through
Nigeria.
At stake for them both is
what they consider an important political precedent.
Gowon, by having relief channelled through Nigeria would
win tacit acceptance from
Ojukwu that Nigeria still has
control over Biafra. Ojukwu is
determined this won't happen.
Washington,
President

Star Youth

Commercials

..11111111•11.01.111M.

RIDING IIIGH — South African trumpet star. Hugh Moselle's LS really riding high. His "Grazhe In The Grass" is
the number one record on the national rhythm and blues
charts and his "A Promise of A Future" is soaring towards the top among the best selling jazz albums.

Stepin Fetchit Rio TV Show
Request Equal Time

military
political
The gentleman standing be.
with the
fore my desk introduced himlife.
self as Stepin Fetchit, the first
The United Nations Chil- black movie star. After seating
dren's Fund (UNICEF) also himself comfortable, he began
made an unprecedented special to tell his dissatisfaction over
appeal for worldwide aid for the recent visual history of the
the starving victims of the Negro in American films, from
war which was one year old -Uncle Tom's Cabin- through
on July 6.
"The Birth of a Nation" and
The aid will come too late a host of jolly darkies. smdin'
for many of the children, who Aunt Jemimas and shufflin'
already bear the marks of Stepin Fetchits.
death---rib cages clearly etched 1 Fetchit claims that the showin
s a gging
undernourished ing of these films gave a disflesh, protruding joints puffed torted image of his Hollywood
with fluid, usually dark curly career, achievements and good
hair flecked with the dull red relations he created among
tinges that are the signs of Americans and
especially
•'kawshiokor," a dietary defi- black Afro-Americans in this
ciency disease that is one of the generation.
continent's greatest child killI was shocked to learn that he
ers.
was 74 years old because he
Officials on both sides can doesn't look his age. He was
only guess at death toll to date. hurt, although he, tried to hid
Their estimates range from his feelings, it was apparent
100,000 to 500,000.
that Fetchit was crying inside.
But in Biafra starving refuThe program on CBS and
gees are dying like flies. Re- Sponsored by Xerox with Bill
lief agency officials put the Cosby as host, showed portions
daily death toll in the past from Fetchit's movies. There
week at 3,000.
were scenes of a lazy, ignorantr
easily scared or stupid individual being a "good nigger".
Negro
comedian
Stepin
Fetchit is asking that Columbia
Broadcasting Co. provide wequ
time to present counter views
given him in the recent television special, Black America,
his lawyer said yesterday.
When Step first appeared in
his silent movie "In Old KenATLANTA, Ga. — Two top
tucky." a silent film directed by
singing groups have been added
to the long list of young talent John M. Stahl in the MGM
permorming commercials for studios, in 1923. "In Old KenCoca-Cola. New radio tapes for tucky" was to have been a stepping stone to stardom for a Nesummer release include the
gro actress named Caroline
versatile quintet "The Fifth
Dimension" a n d recording Snowden, Step related, but
stars "Gladys Knight and The mhis characterization of Stepin
show and made it possible for
Pips."
The quintet has created a Negroes to play in the movies
Fetchit said, "Critics should
'new dimension" in sound.
consider the times when he beTheir recording of "Up, Up
gan his struggle against the
and Away" has won five
"Grammy awards." They a r e white man's injustice". "The
in demand for personal appear- white man had a monstrous
ances In Clubs and as guest superiority complex. Hollywood
in those days was more segretars On television.
gated than Georgia under the
skin. "A Negro couldn't do

peal to the two young
rulers to forget the
squabbling and get on
task of saving human

Johnson made an indirect ap-

In

Instead he wants relief supplies flown directly to Biafra,
to jungle airstrips constructed
by sidening and strengthening
long, straight stretches of hardtop road.

People Dying
Like Flies In
Steamy Biafra

The smooth operator Jack (Sidney Pottier) and Tim Austin (Beau Bridges), Long Island Rebel discuss a proposition which sounds very much like blackmail in Cinerama
Releasing Corporation's premiere production, "For Love
of Ivy". Abbey Lincoln is co-star.

A few years ago The name to the recording studios in became a top five retard
of Dionne Warwick was un- New York. Her unique song throughout the world.
known to the public. Then styles attracted two of the Her latest hits include the
came her recording of "Don't top song writers and record two Bacharach hits, "Alfie,"
Make Me Over" on the Scep- producers, Burt Bacharach and and the sentimental "I Say
ter label, and now Dionne Hal David, who brought her to A Little Prayer For You."
i s i nternationally the attention of Scepter Rec- In her first appearance at
Warwick
recognized as a unique and ords and what followed was
"Don't Make Me Over", an in- the famed Newport Jazz Festiextremely gifted artist.
ternationally
successful
re- val this year, which is also
produced by impresario George
This August, the popular cording.
Wein, Miss Warwick drew a
young vocalist will be one of
of
many outstanding stars ap- What has ensued is now le- record one-night crowd
pearing in the annual "Schlitz gend, "Anyone Who Had A 18,000, topping all previous
Salute To Jazz'68" at Cobo Heart," was probably the most attendance records.
Arena, Sunday, August 4. Other successful and unique ballad in The 1988 national tour of the
renowned jazz groups that will many years. This was fol- "Salute To Jazz" has been a
be heard in the 8 p.m. concert lowed by "Walk On By," which complete smash during its
first three weekends. In its
include the Dizzy Gillespie
first three weekends, the "SaQuintet, the Cannonball Adderlute To Jazz '68" has played
ly Quintet, the Thelonius Monk
to 125,4100 jazz fans in WinstonQuartet, the Herbie Mann
Salem, P h iladelphia, PittsQuintet, and the Gary Burton
burgh. Hampton Institute, AtQuartet.
lanta and Newport.
Dionne has studied music
Wein announced that with
since the age of six, coming
latest box office reports exfrom a family of Gospel singceeding all expectations, the
ers. She did a great deal of
"Schlitz Salute To Jazz" prosinging in choirs for different
gram will undoubtedly play to
organizations. Then to school,
capacity hotises this weekend
In East Orange, New Jersey,
in Dallas, Austin and Houston.
and from there to the Hart
All seats for Detroit's Schlitz
College of Music of the UniSalute To Jazz '68 at Cobs
versity of Hartford, in ConArena will be reserved sat
necticut. In time she became
$3, ;4, $5 and $6. Tickets are
an accomplished singer and
on sale at the Cobs Arena
pianist, playing and singing
box office, all J.L. Hudson
in church every Sunday. Her
Ticket Centers and all Metronext step forward took Dionne
DIONNE WARWICK
politan Detroit Grinnell stores.
_

Sensational Dionne
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